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RipORT

Lcci: Comptroller General
LT: OF -ra-IE JNI TED STALS

Changes Nee d In The Tax Laws
Governing The E clusion For
Scholarships And Fellowships
And The Deduction Of Job Related
Educational Expenses
GAO lound the applicable tax rules of section
117 of the Internal Revenue Code, and sec
twn 1.1E32 5 of the Treasury Regulations to
be confusing jnd difficult to apply in an
even handed manner, Determination of the
tax status ot educational grants and expenses
depends upon the making of precise factual
and legal distinctions' in fact situations which
are essentially comparable, The result is that
taxpayers sin-Harty -situated are treated in a
dissimilar manner.

The burden of interpreting these tax.law rules
through the administrative and judicial settle-
ment process is placed on a relatively small
group of taxpayers: teachers, graduate stu-
dents, and professionals who seek further
education as a means of job enhancement.

dA0 suggests a solution designed to (1)
5Implify the tax rules applicable to educa
'bonal grants and deductions and. (2) accord
approximately equal tax treatment for persons
in similai situations.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WAsH I NG TONjt.0 sosu

To the-Chairman and Vice Chairman
Joint Committee.on Taxation
Congress of the United States

This report, one in a series in response to your
Committee's request that we examine ways to simplify the
tax laws, addresses problems caused by the tax law aria
Treasury regulations related to the income exclusion for
scholar'ships and fellowships and theededuction of job-
related edgcational expenses. We 'recommend legislative
changps which should reduce the amount of controversy
generated by these two sections.of the Internal Revenue
Code.

As this report went to Press, the Congress,passed the,
Revenue Act. of 1978. One part of the act added'secti-on -164
to the Internal Revenue Code to exclude from.an employee's'
income educational assistance provided by an employer under
a qualified program. Section 164 does not appear to affect
the conclusions and recommendations in our report.

As arranged with your Committee, unless you publicly
announce its contents earlier, we plan no further distri-
bution of the report until 30 days from its date. At that
time, we will send copies to interested parties and make
copies available to others upon request.

Comptroller G n ra
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE JOINT
COMMITTEE ON TAXATION
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED
STATES

D IGEST

CHANGES NEEDED IN THE
TAX LAWS GOVERNING THE
EXCLUSION FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
AND FELLOWSHIPS AND THE
DEDUCTION OF JOB-RELATED
EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES

During theu last several years there haF been
significant increase in the number of tax-

payei's contesting tax deficienciesidetermined
by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). The
growth in the level of tax controversies has
occurred at all stages of the administrative
and judicial process, placing an increasing
administrative burden on IRS and the courts.
(See app. III.)

A.high-level tax controversy poses a threat
to our voluntary self-assessment tax system.
IRS audit resources are limited. When tax
rules are ambiguous or are perceived to be
unfair, it is often to the taxpayers' advan-

. tage to resolve debatable items in their own
favor. If aUdited and a deficiency pro-
posed'the financial outlay required to'dis-
pute the item either through administrative
channels or by litigation can be relatively
low. Taxpayers do not have to pay proposed
Aeficiencies in advance and can litigate
many cases in the Tax Court without having to
engage arf attorney.

It is to the Government's'advantage to redude
the level of taxpayer-IRS controversy. Gh0
discusses in this report how and why two re-
lated areas--exclusion of scholarships and
fellowships from taxation and educational
expense deductions--have been a principal
cause of controversy and redommends changes
to the Internal Revenue Code that should re-
duce the amount of controversy.

APPLICABLE CODE
SECTIONS AND REGULATIONS
DIFFICULT TO-UNDERSTAND

Section 117 of the Internal Revenue Code,
pertaining to the exclusion of scholarships

Upd, reMOval, the report
4011111114ftlttOo1O11111 noted hereon. GGD-78-72



and fellowships, and Arreasurr regulations .

section 1.162-5, pertaining to,the deduction
of job-related educatipnal expenses, are dif-
ficult to understand And sometimes confusing.
As a practical matter, it is virtually impos-
sible for IRS or the courts to apply the many
tax computation rules of these two provisions
in an even-handed manner because the rules
make taxability,..turn upon innumerable precise
factual determinations not relevant to con-
siderations of ability to pay. The rules are
focused more on the niceties of refining the
definition of net taxable income than on ac-
cording equal treatment to taxpayers similarly
situated.

The result is that Laxpayers who protest de-
ficiencies based on disallowance of section
117 exclusion or regulations section 1.162-5
deduction are often propelled to pursue their
cases through the administrative appeals
process and through litigation quitq as much
by a sense of personal injustice as by a wis0

ainimize taxes.

GAO based its findings and conclusions on a
detailed examination of 257 randomly selected
cases pending in the Appellate Division of
IRS for review and 281 decided court cases-
GAO determined that the difference in the tax
treatment of degree and nondegree students
under section 117 of the Code, in particUlar
the exemption of compensation for part-time
employinent received by-degree students only,
has created discontinuities which do not re-
flect differences in ability to pay.

.Treasury regulations under section 117 have
attempted to lend definiteness to the statute
by removing from the scope of the exclusion
payments that are compensation received by
an employee and bargained-for compensation
where no formal employment relationship
exists The United States Supreme Court in

------13ingl!CArr-Johnson, 3941" 7411:-119691-SUe-1=-
tained the regulations provision which ap-
plies this "quid pro quo" criterion fo
amounts received by both degree and non-
degree students.

-



Although courts have consistently upheld the
regulations position that the section 117
exclusion does not cover compensation in any
amount, regardless of the degree status of
the taxpayer, taxpayers have continued to
litigate the issue. What is needed is a flat
statutor, rule stating that all compensatory
and on-the-lob trainee-stipends are taxable.

The statutory authority for deducting job7
related educational expenses is section 162
of the Internal Revenue Code. It allows.a
deduction for "all ordinary and neces-sary"
business expenses paid or incurred during
the taxable year in carrying on a trade or
business.

Treasury regulations have applied this statu-
tlry standard to:

as'a business expense, deduction of
tke cost of education undertaken to main-
tain gxisting earning capacity.

--Disallow as a capital expense, or combined
personal-capital expense, the cost of edu-
cation undertaken to enhance existing
earning capacity or to create new earning
capacity.

As a practical matter, it is virtually im-
possible to'apply these regulations crit-ria
in an even-handed manner.

The courts, confronted with a large volume
of educational tax litigation which is triv-
ial and time consuming, have expressed im-
patience 4ith the legal uncertainties
created by-section 117 and regulations sec-
tion 1.162-5. Judges frequently have re-c-
ommended that sctipn 117 be amended to
clarify the tax status-of educational%grants
where there is present the element of com-
pensation to some extent. Judgeg haYe also
drftreize-ci the bra's- -of --th"#--educational--ex-----
pense deduction regulations in favor of
teachers and piofessors.

Chapter 2 discusses in detail GAO's analysis
of section 117 and regulations section 1.162-5



and of the a:4es upon which GAO-bases its
conclIpsionP p.a recommendations.

eft
CHARACTERISTICS OF TAXPAYERS
INVOLVED IN THE CONTROVERSIES

GAO found that, typically, the section 117
cases have concernedresident physicians and
graduate AR-aching fellows who seek to ex-
clude from their income compensation received

,for caring for hospitalized patients, for
teaching undergraduate college students, or
for doing research which inures to the bene-
fit of the grantor.

Typically, the regulations section 1.162-5
cases have concerned persons employed as
teachers, or in business, or government, who
seek to deduct expenses incurred for graduate-
level education related to their jobs.

There is np significant difference in occu-
pational grouping between taxpayers who have
litigated their tax disputes through to a
final decision and,those presently involved
in the administrative settlement process.
Thus, the proliferation of legal precedent
does not appear to he resolving the.inter-
pretative problems encountered by taxpayers
in these occupational groups.

Teachers imedominate in controversies in-
volving the eiclusion of scholarship and
fellowship grants received by degree stu-
dents as well as in controversies based
upon disallowance of tne deduction for job-
related educational expenses Full-time
graduate students, who work as part-time
instructors or teaching assistants in the
graduate departments where they are enrolled,
are second after teachers in contesting pro-
posed deficiencies under the degree student
issue-category. Government employees are
.third_after_teachers in_contesting proposed _

deficiencies based on the disallowance of
job-related educational expenses. Licensed
medical doctors gmployed in hospitals as
residents or interns predominate in cases
involving the exclusion of grants received
by nondegree students.
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The income range of taxpayers who contest
deficiencies based:upon disallowance of an
exclusion for scholarship or fellowship
grants, and upon disallowance of a deduction
for educational expen'ses, is not large;
Seventy-five percent "of all taxpayers in'the
sample of Appellate Oivision cases had ad-'
justed gross income of less than 99,900.
Fifty percent had taxable income of $8,745
or less, while O'percent of all taxpayers
in the sample were in.a 400/11 tax bracket
of 20 percent or less.

Detailed information regarding the economic
characteristics of these groups of taxpayers
are discussed id chapter 3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In chapter.5, GAO recommends that section
117. be amended and that a new educional
expense deduction section'be added to the
Code.

Regarding section 117, GAO's recommended
amendment dbes the following.

--Treats degree and nondegree students in
the same way for tax purposes.

- -Includes a11 schclarship and fellowship
grants in Iross income unless the grant
neets all of the statutory requirements
for exclusion. That is, an educational
grant which Ac4s not qualify for exclusion
under the amended section 117 is includible
in grog's income as a gift, or as a prize
or award.

e .

- -Sets explicit statutory reedrements which
an excludible grant must m6et. These re-
quirements pertain to (1) the use to which
the grant funds may be put, (2) the method
of selection of the grantee, (3) the economic'
relationship between the grantee and the
grantor, and (4) the tax status of the
grantor.



--Requires the grant funds to be used for
study or research at a ficultied school or
university with an establidhed curriculum
and regularly entolled student body. An
educational, grant for indepapdent study in
libraries, museums, or travel in foreign .

countries would not qualify for exclugion,
whether or not the grantor is an exempt ed-
ucat'onal organization or other qualified
gra .tor. Fulbright fellowships and like

4 grarts would be fully taxable.

--Sets explicit statutory limits on the use
of grant funds. They may be used to pay
the costs of tuitiori,* laboratory fees and
like expenses, to pay the costs of meals
and lodging in college or University hous-
ing facilities, to purchase required books
and equipment, to pay the cost of travel
incurred tp locate at the school and to
return home during vacation periods, arid
to purchase clerical help as for disserta-
tion typing, referencing, and like assis-
tance. Grant funds used for any other
purpose would be taxablel.

=--Provide.s that the grantee may be selected on
the basis of scholastic merit and ability,
financial need, or on the basis of achieve-
ment in athletics, music, literature, art,
science, community service, etc., provided
the selection process is coMpetitive and the
standards for qualification are announced in
advance.

--ReMoves educational grants from both the
compensation and the gift categoriep. There
can be no economic relationship between the
grantor and grantee except that the grantee
satisfy the requirements which are a condi-
tion for receiving t grant.

--Sets,explicit statutar requirements with
respect to the tax status of the grantor.
The grantor must be a nonprofit educa-
tional, charitable, or religious organiza-
tion, or a govecnmental agency.

Regarding regulations se,ction 14162-5, GAO
recommends that it be withdrawn and replaced



by.a new 'section 192 and an amendAnt to set-
tion' 62 whietrwould do the following.

--Makes a qualified educational expense a de-
duction from gross income'to reach adjusted
gross income.

--Removes the distinction between Sob-related
educatiOnal expenses Which-are capital or
combineb capital-personal in-nature and
those which are ordinary.-

--Alldws a business expense deduction, cur- -

rently, for all ordinary and necessary job-,'
re.lated educational expenses. For tbis
purpose an educational expense qualities as
an ordinary and necessary business expense
if incurred "in connection with", the tax-
payer's employment whether as an employee
or self-:employed person.

HOW GAO'S RECOMMENINGIONS
CHANGE THE CURRENT LAW

GAO's proposals change the tax status of ed-
ucational grants and expenses in the following
respects:

--Treat as an expense reimblrsement, educa-
tional grants given by an employer for
job-related study by an employee. The'
grant is includible in gra-Ss income as
compensation and deductible from gross
income to reach adjusted gross income.

--Make the job-related educational expense
deduction available to the taxpayir who fi--
nances his .education out'of taicable earn-
ings whether or not he elects the standard

,dedUction.

--Remove the bias of preserit law against tax-'
payers-in the nonacademic professions who
_findnce. their_own educatiOn-in order to
qualify for a.promotion or for a new and
better job in the same line of business.

-.-Include all nonqualified educational -

grants in gross.income. An educational
grant it not a gift or a prize ,or award.

ye
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`It is a transfer of funds condrtional on
-the taxpayer's'performing the study or re-
search'described in the terms of the grant.
Grant funds are earmarked for use.in fi-
nancing such study or researdh. A stipend

4 is compensation for earl-1,ring out the study
' or research.

TREASURY COMMfNTS

The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for%
, Tax Policy And the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue jointly commented on GAO's redommen-.
dations. (See app. I.)

Teeasury agreed that-section 117 of the.C9de
and section 1.162-5 of the.Income Tax Regula,-
tions have been difficult to administer and
have given rise to a significant amount of
controversy.

Tteasury does not believe, however/ that the_
specific language of GAO's legislativp rec-
ommendations would substantially simplify
these areas or reduce the amount of contro-
versy. Treasury s.uggests a number of alter-
natives that might-be considered in lieu of
GAO's legislative recommendations with re7,
,spect to section 117. Treasury notes that
tnese suggestions are intended to indicate
a range of possible approaohes.for discus-
sion and do not reflect the-formal views of
the Department as to whether-revisions would
ultimately be appropriate. Treasury does
not suggest that any change be made to reg-
ulations section 4.162-5.

A,cletailed discussion of Treasury's com-
ments and GAO's'analysis of them appears on
pages 73 to 82 of the report.:

viii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
S"'

This report, the first in a series, is desgned to cover
'eight issile areas which are arprincipal source of taxpayer-

.

Internal Revenue SerVice (IRSY coptroVersy, hoth it the
adffinistravtive level'and in the courts., These eight iS'Sue
areas are:

' 1. Exclusion of scholarships and fellowships.

2. Fducational'OmenSe deductions.I.
3. PerAonal casualty loss Aeductrions.

4. -Unreported inbme...

5. Definition of tdxable compensation.

6. Definition,of trade or, busin9,ss.

7. TraVel expense deductions.

. A

8. Application of suPport test for children of
divorced_ parents.

Our work, done at the request of the Joint Committee on
,Taxation, is a-part-of the larger effort by the Congress and
the administration to simplify the Federal income tax laws -

and to improve the efficiency of the tax-conflict resolution
process. By an'alyzing separately those tax issues which have
been a princiPal cause of.controversy during the last
,vveral years, we can identify the source of the continued
4bintention and be In a positicln to recommend legislation.or
regulation changes which4will at least narrow the area of
taxpay'er-IRS'disagreement.

.This r'eport examines the prinCipal legal and factual
issues which are a source of controversy in cases, arising
out of proposed deficiencies or refund claims bAsed upon
disallowance of an exclusion for scholarship or fellowship
.gronts or upbn disalloWanc*6 of a deduction for job-related
_educational expenses. FOr many years these two issues-have
contributed significantly to-the level_of cOnteSted tax
cases St the administrative level and 'in the courts. We
have attepted to determine why these two issues are a

1



principal source-of controversy and to describe-the
characteristics,of Oixpayers involved. Based upon our bver-
all finding that the present rules ,plo not accord approxi-
mately equal tkflx treatment for persons in similar circum-
stances, we suglest a legislative solution that will corr4ct
this situation.

Appendixes.'II and III provide a detailed discussion of
the IRS administrative appeals procedure and of the overall
increase in contested tdx deficiencies.

A high level of tax controversy poses a real threat to
the voluntary self-assessment system. Audit resources are
limited. Where tax rules are ambiguous or are perceived to
be unfair, it is to the -advantage of taxPayers tcr, resolve de-
batable items in,their own favor. If audited and a deficiency
is proposed, the financial.outlay required to dispute the item
either through administrative channels or by litigation is
r-elatively lbw. The taxpayer does not have to pay the 'pro-
posed.deficiency in advance and, under the new small.tax
cases- procedure of the Tax Court, the case can he litigated
without having to engage an Ilttorney. Further, as adminis-
trative rules and judicial precedents proliferate, taxpayers
come increasing19 to Perceive it tosbe to their advantav
to carry their cases through litigation, despite the record
of favorab-le Government wins in the courts*. We have reached
a po-int where the-precedent generated by the formal adminis-
trative and judicitaconflict-resolution process, instead .

of reducing the level.of tax controversy, has .itself become-
a contributing cause of controversy.

TAX CONTROVERSIES INVOLVING
flibCATIO-N.W1 GRANTS AND EXPENSES s ',.*

. Two of .the most intractable of,the issues which are
a significant sourpe of tax controversy arise out of the ex-:
elusion of amounts received for study, researth, àr teaching

'and the deduction of expenditures for job-related educational
expenseS. In general, section 117 of the Internal Revenue
Cede exempts from tax amounts'ieceived as a schólarship or
fellowship, grant at an'educational nstitution. This exemp7
tion inclUdes, in addition to the scholarship.or fel,lowship

grant, amounts covering expenses for incidental travel, re-.
search, clerical help, or equipment. For an individual who
is-nbt-a-candidatff-fet-a degreei'the amount-excludable As
subject,to dollar and.time limitat.ions-and may not include

compensation for inCidental part-time employment in any

amount. In addition, the grantor must satisfTspecific
statutory requirements whete the-grantee is a nondegree' '

student.

2
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In general, under Treasury regulations section 1,162-51
educational expenses are deductible if they qualify as
ordinary and necessary business expenses. They are not de-
ductible if considered personal or as an Inseparable aggre-
gate of personal and capital expenditures.

Controveisies ariSing out of proposed deficiencies based
upon disallowance of an exclusion for scholarship and fellow7
ship grants or of a deduction for job-related educational ex-
penses constitute a significant percentage of total 'cases in
controversy at all stages of the administrative and judicial
ptocess. Cases arising under these two .issues also have been
the subject of innumerable revenue rulings.

At the district'. level during the fiscal year ended June
30, 1976, 2,679 (6.8 percent) of the 39,146 individual income
tax cases closed by district conferees were classified under
the principal issue of the exclusion of a scholarship or
fellowship grant (1,120 cases) or of a deduction fo- job-
related educational expenses (1,559 cases). Most of these
2,679 educational tax controversies arose out of proposed
deftciencies based upon disallowance of a deductidn. In
deciding the 2,6,79 educational tax cases, the conferees
usually sustained the examiner's findings when the issue
involved a grant exclusion. Thiswas not true for the -iuca-
tion-da expense.deduction cases'. A possible explanationffor
this difference Tay be that IRS examiners and taxpayers alike
have considerable difficulty in understanding regulationS
section 1.162-5. The tables below summarize the settlement
record of the educational grant and expense cases. 1/

Issue

Educational
grants

Educational
expenses

Claims for refund cases

Sustained Sustained Disagreed
in full in part in full

KU7-70767EWEI: No. Percent No. Percent

123 74.1 25 15-.1 18 10 8

41 564 13 17.8 19 26.,0

1/Available data was not sufficiently precise to classify
27 of the 2,679 cases.

14.0



Issue

Educational
grants

Educational
expenses

Nonclaim cases

Sustained Sustained
in full ° in part

No. Percent No. Percent

Disagreed
in full

No. Percent

744 78.5 84 8.9 120 12.7

694 47.4 499 34.1 272 18.6

At the Appellate Divi'sion level for fiscal year 1976,
19,496 nondocketed tax cases, corporate and individual, were
closed by appellate confevees or by the filing of a petition.
Of this'total, approximately 3.47 percent, representing 676
cases, arose out of deficiencies based upon disallowance of
an exclusion for scholarship or fellowship grants or upon
disallowance of a deduction for job-related educational ex-
penses. These 676 cases are distributed 20.41 percent (138
cases) to issues involving degree candidates; 43.49 percent
(294 cases) to issues involving nondegree candidates; and
36.09 percent (244 cases) to the educational expense issue.
The table summarizes the settlement record of the 676 non-
docketed educational grants and expense cases disposed of
by settlement or by the fill*, of a petition at the Appellate
Division level, fiscal year 1976.

Issue

Nondocketed cases closed by Appellate
Division based cpon defichmcies proposed

by examinin9 agent

Sustained
in

No. Percent

Sustained
in part
(note-a)

No. Percent

Disagreed
in full

No. Fercent

Educational
grants 297 68.75 83 19.21 52 . 12.04

Educational
expenses 122 50.00 103 42.21 19 7.79

a/The terminology "modified,-no mutual concessions" and.
. "modified, mutuai-concessions' is 'used by-the-Appellate

Division settlement record. These terms accord approxi-
mately with the term "sustained in part" used by the
District Conference settlement record.

4,1



The evidence is that taxpayers fare less well on the
settltment of educational tax issues at the Appellate Con-
ference level than at the District Conference level--but
not by much. More than 70 percent of all docketed receipts'
received by the Appellate Division from the District Direc-
tor's Office have not taken advantage of the Appellate
Nondocketed Conference opportunity.

Whether taxpayers elect to settle cases at the District
or the Appellate level, IRS settlement procedures tend to
favor closing linagreed cases by settlement as soon as possible
where the issues are primarily factual in nature and are non-
recUrring with respect to the taxpayer for later years. This
explains why the percentage of cases settled in favor of the
taxpayer decreases as one moves through successive stages of
the administrative appeals process. It also explains the high
percentage of Government wins in cases litigated through to a
final decision.

Once a case has-been docketed, the Office of the Chief
Counsel of IRS participates in the settlement negotiations.
The table belo4 sets forth the number and percent of docketed
work units (two or more related cases) classified under one
Of the educational tax categories settled at the IRS na-
tional office level for fiscal years 1974 through 1976. 1/

'1/Settlement can be made on the basis of an assessment of
litigating hatirds at all stages of the administrative
settlement_processi although the rules differ at each

T11! DistOct Conferee is bound by the IRS,posi-
tion'on'legal issues but can weigh the merits of factual
contentions and has'authority to settle cases involving
proposed deficiencies of leSS than $2,500 lor a single
year on thq basi..7 of litigating hazards. The'Appellate
Conferee has authority to settle legal as well as fag-
tual-issues.on-the-basis of litigating hazards. .Coiltro-
versies classified by IRS as raising a."prime issue" ,

present a special Case and are not considered here since
the educationaltax issues are not claSsified by IRS as
"prime issue" casers.



Number and percent of two or more related
cases (docketed work units) disposed of by

settlement educational tax cases

FY 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976
No. Percent No. -Percent No. Percent

Educational Grants

Tax Court
(excluding
small tax
cases) 37 78.72 39 75.0

Small tax
cases 92 61.97 103 56.07

D(istrict Couq,
Court of
Claims

Tax Court
(excluding
small tax
cases)

Small tax
cases

District Court
Court of
Claims

1 50.0 1 33.33

Educational Fxpenses

43, 86.0 42 82.35

100 75.76

0 0

97 80.83

1 33.33

30 81.25

.92 58,57

0 0

27 84.38

113 68.90

1 33.33

The following table summarizes the settlement record.of
docketed cases classified under ohe of the Uniform Issue List

. educational tax categories.

Settlment Record of Docketed
WOrk Units

Issue

Educational
grants

Educational
expenses 112 26.42 218 51.41 94 22 17

,

Sustained sustained Disagreed
in full in part in full

No. Percent No. Percent N . Percent

158 40.00 127 12.15'1 110 27.85



Thus, threefourths of all docketed educational grants
and expense cases settled at the national office level for
fiscal years 1974 through 1976 were sustained in full or in
part.

The percentage of Government wins, all courts, in educa
tional tax cases is significantly higher than for all cases.
(See table 1.4 in app. III.)

Settlement Record of Docketed
Work Units

FY 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976
Court No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

Tax Court
(excluci,ing
small tax

Educational Grants

Cases) 10 100.00 11 78.57 9 100.00

,
Small tax.

cases' 53 89.93 60 83.33 54 88.52

District Court,
Court of
Claims 1 100.00 1 , 50.00, 3 100.00

'Educational Expenses

Tax Court
(excluing
small tax
cases) 7 100.00 8, 88.89 4 80.00

Small tax
cases 29 90.63 16 69.57 27 72.55

District Court,
Court of
Claims ' 3 0 1 50.00 100 00

7
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This indicates that the IRS administrative settlement
process has done an effective job of selecting out, in ad-

,

vance of trial, all but the most intractable cases. It also
would appear, however, that the impressive record of Govern-
ment wins is not effective to deter taxpayers from contestin4
deficiencies based upon disallowance of an excrts.ion for
educational grants or of a deduction Cor educational 'expenses.
.In short, the courts do not appear able to write laws which
can resolve the many ambiguities of section 117 and regula-
tions section 1.162-5.

SCOPE OF REPORT

This report examines the principal legal and factual
issues which are a source of controversy under section 117
and regulations section 1.162-5 and the characteristics of
taxpayers who contest deficiencies in these two issue.areas.
A study of 257 .ases of taxpayers presently cOntesting
deficiencies involving the exclusion of scholarship and fel-
lowship awards and the deduction of educational,expenses at
the Appellate Division level 1/ and 281 educational award
and expense cases decided during the period of July 1967
through June 1977 provides data appropriate to generate
evidence on the 1.1aracteristips of the taxpayers who contest
these deficiencies. 2/ These taxpayers bear the major por-
tion.of the burden of resolving the ambiguities and uncer
tainties of section 117 and regulations section 1.162-8..
This burden is shared, of course, by all taxpayers to the
extent that cases involving these two issues consume a dis-
proportionate amount of the scarce administrative and
judicial resources available for tax-conflict resolution.

In chapter 2 the current law is described and data is
provided on the legal and factual issues which are most
frequently in dispute under section 117 and regulations
section 1.162-5. Chapter 3 examines the characteristics of

I/These 257 cases represent a sample taken from 'a universe
__of_ 099 :cases broken down_by_reg ion. and_principal_ issue. _

The sample size is sufficient to make estimateffl at-a 95-
cent confidence.level.

2/Thes 281 cases represent 100 percent of the decided cases
reportQ in the Uniform Issue List.

8



taxpayers who contest deficiencies in the educational
award and expense area. Chapter 4 is an assessment of the

Ngse presently made of the income tax system to subsidize
certain educational costs.

Chapter 5 sets forth our overall.conclusions, recommen-
dations on the issues, and Treasury's comments about them.

9
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CHAPTER 2

TAX LAW RULES DIFFICULT TO ADMINISTER

In this chapter we examine tht tax law r'lles governing
the exclusion from income of amounts receivec. for study, re-
search, or teaching and' the deduction of job-ielated educa-
tional expenses.

EXCLUSION FROM INC(IME OF
AMOUNTS RECEIVED FOR'STUDY,
RESEARCH, OR TEACHING

Prior to 1954, there was no specific statutory provision
with respect to the exclusion or inclusion in gross income of
scholarships or fellowships. Taxability was determined on
the basis 6f whether the grant qualified as a giftwith the
Internal Revenue Service reluctant to find the requisite
donative intent. 1/ The Congress was dissatisfied with the
case-by-case method of deciding the tax status of education.4.1

grants. 2/ It wanted to eliminate the subjective tests in-

herent in the gift theory. Section 117 was added to the 1954
Code in the expectatiop that iE would prdvide a "clear-cut
method" for distinguishing between taxable and nontaxable
grants and to eliminate the "existing confusion as to whether
such payments are to be treated as income or gifts.".3/ Sec-
tion 117 has largely failed in its pdtpose, however, prin-
cipally because it does not define whA kinds of receipts
qualify as scholarship or fellowship grants.

The structure of
section 117 is confusing ./

Section 117 purports to provide exclusive rules for
determining the tax status of scholarship and fellowship

1/I.T. 4056, 1951 C.B. 8.

2/"The basic ruling of the Internal 'Revenue Service,which
states that the amount of a grant or fellowship is in-
cludable in gross income unless it can be established to
be a gif,t_has not provided_ a_'-'lear-Cut method_ of de.7 .

termining whether a gran_t is xable." S. Rept. No. 1622,
83r0 Cong., 2d Sess., 17 (1954)

3/H. Rept. No. 1337, 83rd Cong., 3d Sess., 16_(1954).

.10



grants. 1/ Subsection (a) of section 117 is framed in the
orm of an exclusion from gross income for "any amount.
received * * as a scholarship at an educaticnal otlganiza-,
tion * * * or.as a fellowship grapt." Subsection (b) of
section 117. imposes different limitations and exceptions pn

.the broad exclusion of subsection (a) depending upan whether
the recipient is a degree or a nondegree candidate.

This is a confusing way to structure a tax computation
rule. A general rule of exclusion applicable to undefined
amounts received by any taxpayer pursuing a Program of study
or research sweeps into the excludable'income category all
income not specifically excluded. As a result, the princi-
pal interpretative burden is placed upon exceptions to the
general rule of exclusion. In the absence of a statutory
definition of scholarship and fellowship, the exceptions to I
the general rule are more numerous than the cases which con-
form to the rule. .

The legislative intent
is not-clear

While the legislative history of section 117 indicates
that the Congress did not intend to enact a broad exclusion
provision, it is unclear in other respects. 2/ The report
of the House,Ways and Means Committee, kccompaying H.R;
8300, 83rd Cong., 2d Sess. (1954) states:

"The hill provides that amounts received as
scholarships or fellowships are Oacludable
from gross income, but the exclusidn is not
to apply.to (1) amounts received as payments
for research or teaching services, nd.
(2) in the case of individuals who a
candidates for degrees, amounts received
as grants which in effect represent a con-
tinuing salary during a period while the
recipient is on leave from his regular
joh. * * ** (H. Rept. No.:1337, 83rd Cong.,
2d Seas., pp. 16-17 (1954).

1/Regu1ations section 1.117 1(a), second sentence.

2/See opinion of the District Court in gua:t v. U.S.1 293
F; Supp, 56, 61 (D. Minn., 1968), aff'd 28 F.-ia 750
(8th Cir., 1970), which refused to follow the decision
of the Third Circuit Court of Appeals in:Johnson v.

3911-.K. 2d 258 (1968), rev'd 394 U.S. 741 (1969).

a
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The House contemplated that the earned income portion *a

of a grant received by either a degree or a nondegree can-
*didate to support study or research be taxable-w-and that
the gift-or donated portion be excludable.,

ntlen the scholarships and fellowships are
granted subject to the performance of teach-
ing or research services, the exclusidn is
not to apply to that:portion. which represents
payments which are in effect a wage or salary.
The,amo,unt included will be determined by
reference to the going rate of pay for similar
services. This allocation of the amount of
the grant between taxable and nontaxable'
portions represents more liberal treatment
than is allowed under present practice. Pres-,

ent law taxes the grant in its entirety un-
Jess services required of the recipient are
nominal." H. Rept. No. 1337, 83rd Cong.,
2d Sess. 17 (1954). 1/

The Senate, however, intended the exclusion rule 6
cover bompensatio for teaOling, research, or other Services,
but only if such

"* * * teaching, research, or other services
are required of all candidates for a particu-
lar degree (whether or not rticipients of
gcho:arship or fellowship grants) * *

S. Rpt. No. 1622, 83rd Cong., 2d Sess., 18
(1954). 2/

1/Generally, the courts have rejected taxpayers' attempts to
allocate an amount received in support of study or research
between taxable compensation and excludable fellowship
grant.' See Ouast v. U.S., 428 F. 2d.750 (8th Cir.', 1970),
affirm:ng 293 F. Supp. 56,(D. Minn., 1968).

2/1n Dorothy Steinmetz, 343 F. Supp. 384 (D.C. Calif., 1972)
the court characterized this language as "an exception to
a limitation on an exclusion." (P, 385.) An example of
the kind of compensatory payment covered by the exclusion
rule is the value of tuition and work.payments grqnted to
students enrolled in A tuition-free college which requires
all students to participate in &work program as an integral
part of its educational philosophy. Rev°. Rul. 64-54, 1964,1
(part 1) C.B. 81. A graduate teaching assistantship based
strictly-on financial need and not on services performed.



The questiop is: Did the Congress intend the exclusion
to apply to-any amount of personal service income received
hy.8 nondegree candid.ate? Taxpayers, in particular licensel
medical doctors employed as residents or interns, nave argued
persistently that the Section 117 exclusion covers compensa-
tion where the work experience results ih,educational benefit
to the recipient. 1/ The courts have taken the position that
She exclusion does not cover personal-serv4pe income in any.
Wount; it does cover a stipend received for on-the-site
training in hospitals, diet kitchens, schools, and like insti-
tutions if the position of the trainee is that of student-

..observer, not trainee-worker."2/

The regulations under setion 117 write earned
income concepts intio the statutory exclusion

Treasury'regulation.s under section 117 were adopted
1956. 3/ Thes.e regulations are.confusing and difficult.to
'understand. They interpose between the general rule of In-
come exclusion of subsection,(a) and the specific statutory
exceptions and limitations of subsection (b) earned income
concepts remarkably like the gift criterion applied prior
to enactment of section 117. 7.t, may be helpful in following
an analysis of the statutory rules, as interpreted by the .

regulations, to use the Chart set forth on the following page..
Statutory criteria are enclosed in boxes drawn with solid
lines; the related regulations criteria are enclosed in boxes
drawn with dotted lines. Interrelationships among rules in
the form of.quálifiCacions and exceptions are denoted by
dotted cOnnecting lines. The solid comiectibg lines denote
criteria or.tax computation rules which apply under the
principal categories defined by the statute: degree versus
nondegree student, income exclusion versus income inclusion.

1/See Marvin Flicker/ et al 29 TCM 1115 (1970), which was a
class actien brought by 25 medic.al doctors enrolled in the.
menninger School:of PsychiatrY and employed .as residents
in hosPitals funded by the Veterans Administration.

2/Thomas P. Phillips,.57_T.C. 420 11971)4 Acq.t Robert'
- Shutt, 33 F. Supp. 807 (p.c. Va:, 1971); Frederick A.
Bliberdorf, 60 T.C. 114 (1973); Acq.

3/7..1). 6186.
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SCHOLARSHIP OR FELLOWSHIP GliANT

FE L L OWSH IP AMOUNT PAID TO AN
1 /

I INDIVIDUAL AID HIM IN THE PURSUIT I / \
/OF- STUDY 0 ESEARCH REQ
: SEC 1 117 .3s PRIMARY PuRPosE V1OF RESEARCH OR STUDY MUST BE TO ,

I t pH THE R EDHCATION AND TRAIN I
I1NG OF RECIPIENT IN HIS INDIVIDUAL I
CAPACITY REG SEC 1 11741e1 A.._

j
DOES NOT INCLUDE 11) COMPENSATION FOR
PAST PRESENT, OR FUTURE EMPLOYMENT
SE R VICE S, OR FOR SERVICES SUBJECT TO
DIRECTION f`li SUPERVISION OF GRANTOR
WE 121 AMOI,NTS PAID TO DO STUDY OR
RESEARCH FRIMARIL Y FOR THE BENEFIT
OF GRANTOR REG SEC 'I 11741c101 IV

_1
f

INC' ODE IN INCOMB

CASH PLUS vAluE UF CONTRIBUTED
E )(GESS OF $IOADO

RECEIVED AF TEM xPiRA Tit:* OF
MONTH ERCEUSION PE MD
MIC 11104111M

AMOUNT OF R MEW ME ME NT NOT
SPIRT F GM TRAVEL, RESEARCH
CLERICAL HELP, EQUiPMENT

E xCLUDE FROM INCOME

CASH PLUS VALUE OF CONTRIBUTED
SERVICES RECEIVED FROM A
SEC Sellol3I ORGANIZATION,
FQRE MN OR U S GOVERNMENT
AGENCY, INTERNATIONAL ORGANI
LAMM BUT NOT IN EXCESS OF
$IM PER MONTH FOR IS MONTHS
SEC 117(61121,

REIMBURSEMENT FUR TRAVEL:"
RESEARCH, CLERICAL HELP, EQUIPMENT
*ITHOUT DOLLAR OIIIIME LIENTATIQN

, I EXPENSES MUST BE INCIDENTAL TO I

EXCLUDABLE PORTION OF GRANT
I REG SEC 1 117 IRO

DEGREE CANDIDATE AT EDUCATIONAL
ORGANIZATION DESCRIBED IN
SEC 170141111IAIIIII

...1_\ r SCHOLARSHIP AN AMOU7IIPTICT-TO A 1
k 1 STUDENT TO AID HIM IN PURSUING HIS

1, I STUDIES1 INCLUDES TUITION REMISSION i
ki FOR CHILD OF FACULTY MEMBER. I

1 REG. SEC. I.111.310. PRIMARY
I PURPOSE OF STUDY MUST BE TO FURTHER !

I EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF RECIPIENT , I

i IN HIS INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY.
I

REG SEC 1 .117411c1

INCLUDE IN INCOME

PORTION OF AMOUNT RECEIVED WHICH
REPMSENTS PAYMENT FOR TEACHING,
RESEARCH, OTHER SERVICES IN NATURE
OF PARTTIME EMPLOYMENT REQUIRED
AS CONDITION TO RECEIVING
SCHOtARSHIP. SEC. 11HAII

.

AMOUNT Of REINOURINME NT NOT
SPENT FOR TRAVEL, RES:ARCH.
CLERICAL HELP, EQUIPMENT

CASH PLUS VALUE OF CONTRIBUTED
SERVICES, PLUS REERNOURSENENT FOIE
TRAVE2., RESEARCH, CLERICAL HELP.
EQUIPMENT

r, 41-ust ea
I INCIDENTAL TO EXCLUDABLE

2..1 PORTION Of GRANT.
L REG. SEC. 1.111.1*/

SE
RICEIVED FOR TEACHING,

RISER , OR OTHER RVICES
REQUIRE Of ALL CANDIDATES FOR
DEGREE AS A CONDITION TO

'RECEIVING SUO4 DEGREE.
SEC. tIlIbIIlI



The ?Quid Pro Quo" criterion is not
a riklevant inCome tax concept

Regulations section 1.117-4(c)(1), (2), summarized
,

in the first box under the exclusion rule of section 117(al,
is a nullifying condition precedent to application of the
statutory limitationseand exceptions of subsection (b).
The regulation removes from the broad exclusion rule of_
subsection (a) payments that are compensation received by
an employee from an employer (past, present, 'or future)
and bargaine&-for compensation where no formal empl9yment
relationship exists, 1/ In particular, it specifically

-excepts trom the scholarship and fellow§hip category
"amounts paid to do study of reseaich primarily for the
benefit of grantor."

,-This is the famous quid proguo criterion, folfowed
by the_Internal iRevepue Service n administrative rulings
and the trial of cases and upheld by the Supreme Court in
Ringler v. Johnson. 2/ ,The cour't in Johnson interpreted
the language of regulations section 1.117-4(c) to cover all
"bargained-for payments, given only as a quo in return for
the quid of services rendered--whether past, present, or .

future.

.While importing the quid pro quo criterion into the
statutory rule of exclusion lends definiteness to the term
"scholarship and fellowship grants" (not defined in the
statute) it does not establish a precise method for dis-
tinguishing between taab.le and nontaxable grants. The
guid pro quo criterion'is essentially a compensation cri-
terionr with overtones of concepts pertinent to the deter-
mination of personal income for national income accounting,
purposes.

1 One ingeni us taxpayerl'a resid'ent medical doctor, tried
to convertj compensation received from a hospital into a
fellowship by breaking his contract of residency which
required that he work an additional year in an institution
designated by the ,State Department of Mental Hygiene.
The Tax Court was not persuaded by this ploy: 'The fact
,that he reneged on this agreement and refused to take_the
one-year -assignmerif he was given Under the contract does
not convert his 1970 salary payments into a fellowship
grant." Richard Lannon 35 T.C.M. 1585, 1588 (1976).

2/394 U.S. 741 (1969), reversing 396 F. 2ds258 (3d Cir.,
1968).
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These concepts have no necessary relevance to the de-
termination of income for tax purposes. The quid pro quo
critdrion implies that income for tax purposes consists
of anything received in exchange or in return for something
of commercial value. Conversely, amounts received in a
transaction where there has been no exchange or creation of
something of commercial yalue are not income for tax pur-
poses. This, of course, is fallacious. Total personal income
for tax purposes has no necessary relationship to national
income and, indeed, can add up to more than national income,
taking intosaccount gains realized from the sale or exchange
of existing assets, and items such as receipts from 'extortion,
punitive damages, insiders' profits, gambling' winnings,
prizes, an<awards-.-to name only a.few forms of taxable in-

come for which there is, strictly speaking, no quid pro quo
and which, are not reflected in national income.

The "quid pro quo" criterion applies to
both degree and nondegree students

The quid pro quo criterion of regu1ations section
1.117-4(c) applies to both degree and nondegree students. .

This legal hurdle must be passed in order to reach.the issue
of whether the taxpayer qualifies as a degree or as a nonde-
gree candidate. 1/ Section 117(b) (1) defines a degree candi-
date as,aft individual who is a candidate for a degree at

n* * * an educational organization which
normally maintains a regular faculty and
curriculum and normally has a regularly en-
rolled body of pupils or students in attend-
ance at the place where its educational
activities are regplarly carried." 2/

This is one of the few provisions of section 117 which is
so clearly stated that it has generated no litigation. A

nondegree candidate is anyone who is pursuing a program of
study, research, or training whether atian educational

1/Robert N. Worthinaton, 31 T.C.M. 447 (1972), affirmed
476 F. 2d 589 (10th Cir., 1973); David M. Brubakken,
67 T.C. 249 (19761; Morgan M. McCoy II, 34 T.C.M. 1435
(1975).

4

2/T ucted language is frOm section 170(b)(A)(ii)
peL._aining to the definition of educational organiza-
tions which,qualify for the 50-percent limitation on
charitable contributions deductions.
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institution, in a public library, or at home. 1/ The statute
does not distinguish between grants which are icholarships
and grants which are fellowships, and the distinction, recog-
*nixed in other circumstances between the two forms of educa-
tional grant, has no tax law significance. The regulations
note this distinction"by designating-as a fellowship an
amount received by A nondegree candidate 2/ and as a Scholar-
Ship an amount received by a degree candiaate. 3/

The primary purpose test of the
regulations is not a workable rule

The same regulations section 1.117-4(c), which estab-
lishes the quid pro quo criterion', provides further, with
respect to both nondegree and degree candidates, that an
amount paid to an individual to enable him to pursue studies
or research will qualify as an excludable scholarship or
fellowShip

"* * * if the primary purpose Of tha research or
studies is to further the educatioh and'train-
ing of the recipient in his individdal capacity
and the amount piovided by the grant:or for such
purpose does not represent compensation or pay-
ment for the services described in subparagraph
(1) of this paragraph."

There are two problems with this regulations' provi-
sion: As a practical matter, in most situations, there
does not exist a "primary purpose." Generally, a dual or
'mutual benefit is involved. 4/ Also, it is not clear whose
p4pose is to be regarded As "primary." In the case of a
government grant or a grant from private industry, the pur-

of the grantor may be to realize an end product in the.

1/0or, example, a research grant to enable the recipient to
travel, study, and consult others concerning his field
Of work qualifies as an excludable fellowship grint if
:1,20 element of compensation is involved. Rev. Rul. 74-86,
1974, C.B. 46.

2/R qulatiOns-section-1;117-3(cr.- ------------7-

3/Regulations section 1.117-3(a).
I

4/Ctlander P. Bhalla, -35 T.C. 0 (1960) Acq.
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form of a report or patentable device., 1/ The purpose of
the university which administers the grint or which is, it-
self, the grantor, may be to add to the stock of human

_knowledge. 2/ The purpose of the grantee, of course, is
to further Fits own education and training and he, as the
litigant, will always urge that it is his purpose which
is the "primary" one. 3/

The regulations are eircular in structure

The structure of regulations section 1.117-4(c) is
circular and hence difficult to-apply in differing factual
circumstances :The quid pro quo limitations of subparagraphs

V

1/Gerald R. Faloona, 34 T.C.M. 265 (1975)t Nicholas V.
Findler, 35 T.C.M. 1602 (1976).

2/In Frederick A. Bieberdorf, 60 T.C. 124 (1973), Acq.
an exclusion was allowed for a grant received by a
licensed physician who participated in an'N.I.H.
funded program of graduate tratning which included,
some clinical work. The benefits were found to flow
to the academic coiimunity5 as a whole rather than.to
the grantor specifically. In Revenue Ruling 75-280,
1975-2-C.B. 47 the Service issued guidelines for
determining the taxability of amounts received by a
graduate student, PhD candidate, for reseaich and
teaching services performed for a university which
had contracted to*carry out such teaching and re-
search for theAtomic Energy Commission. In general,
the-amounts received are excludable provided,the
taxpayer,does not perform services in eir Iss-of those
required by all degree candidates. See also,
Louis C. Vaccaro, 58 T.C. 721 (1972).

3/Medical interns, in particular, have tried to avoid the
compensation limitationby arguing that the hospital
where they are employed as residents has as its primary
objective the'teaching and training of interns and resi-
dents and that the treatment of patients is secondary to
the teaching function. The courts have rejected this
'argument on the' gFound-that-the determinative question-
is not the purposi,of the hospital but the purpose
of the payment to the ihtern or resident. Parr v. U.S.,
469 F. 2d 1156 (5th Cir.,,1973); EugeneiltHembree, 464
F. 2d 1262 (4th Cir., .1972)1'Irwin S. Anderson, 54 T..C.
1547 (1970); Bruce A. Woodlings 35 T.C.M. 1766 (1976).

IS
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(1) and (2) of regulations section 1.117-4(c) are an excep-
ion to tpe section 117(a) exclusion. However, they are
phrased as an exception to the,"enable-the-ihdividual-to-
pursue-his-own-studies-or-research" rule which4 itself,
is subject to the "primary putpose" reservation. And the
"primary purpose" mservation restates the otiginal quid
2E2 quc! limitation:,

The convoluted structure of regula6ons section
1.117-4(c) is made evident if'capital Roman'letter8 are
substttuted for each of the criteria. Let A and B refer
to,the qup pro.quo limitations cf subparagraphs (1) and
(2); C re er to the enable-the-individual-to-pursue-his-
own-studies-or7research requirement; D refer to the primgiy
purpose reservation. Making this substitution, the regu-'
lation reads: Do not exclude iCA or B is true'even though
C is true. Exclude if C is true unless D is not,true. If
D is not true, this means that A or B is true.

The quid pro quo and "primary purpose" criteria have
generated a disproportionate amount of tax controversy be-
cause they are difficult to understand'and virtually impos-
sible to,apply in an even-handed manner. This fact has nOt
gone unnoticed by courts presented with section 117 cases
for. decision. For example, Chief Judge Brown of the Fifth
Court of Appeals expressed exasperation with the structure
of the regulations in Parr v. U.S. 1/

"We do not attempt to dictate ape,t. se rule holding
that all advanced medical personnel-ate employees
and that all payments to them are subject to taxa-
tion. Rowever, we sympathize with the District
Court's lamentation that these facts, or facts
nearly identical, have been litigated so often that
one may wonder whether this is wise,or what good
it can do. * * * But hope springs eternal. And
the heartbeat--the vital sign to'doctors young
and old--of hope Ps the question begging structure
of the regulations: Payments made for the "pri-
mary purpose--to fuTther the education and training
of the recipient" are fellowship grants unless--and
the unletss is a big unless--the amount provided for
such purpolie represents compensation. (Note 4,
supra).- -Which is-to=say,-this is-not the-last word,
'only the latest." (p. 1159.)

1/469 F. 2d 1156 (1972). TN
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The mechanical tests of the statute
are easy to administer

Proceeding down the chart of these rules, we come next
to the mechanical tests of the statute applicable to non-
degree candidates only. -The maximum atount that' a nondegree
candidate can exclude from gross income is $10,800 ($300'
.a month for 36 months, whether or not consecutive). The
dollar limitation applies to the value of contributed serv-
ices, such"as housing acoomModations, parking, laundry serv-
ice, and insurance received by medical residents. It does
mot include any amount received as reimbursement for travel,
research; clerical help, and equipment. RTgulationi secXion
1.117-1(.1)4 imposes only one further regeirement and that
is that'such reimbursed expenses must be incident to the
excludable portion of the grant.. 1/ The maximum exciusiqn
is available only if the nondegree candidate receives at
least $.i°0 a month. These mechanical tests have not been
a source of tax controversy.

The other statutory requirement applicable to nondegree
candidates only is that the source of the fellowship must be
a tax-exempt charitable, religious, eduáational, or other
eleemosynary organization described in section 501(c) (3);
a foreign government, an international organiiatior., or
foundation created pursuant ta the Mutual Educational and
CUItural Exchange Act of 1961; the Federal,Government or a
State or local government. These requirements aleo have not
been a source Of tax controversy.

In summary, a nondegree candidate can exclude from
income a grant which meets the statutory source and dollar
limitations, provided such grant does not constitute earned
income. Amounts receiVed 4n excess of the dollar ;imitation.

1/The courts in sustaining deficiencies based upon disallowance
of an exclusion for cash payments received by medical residents
in gome cases have ignored this distinction and have treated
contributed services as excludable without,regard to the .

dollar limitation and even though the cash payments are held
taxable compensation. Michael D. Birnbaum, 30 T.C.M. 910
(1972)-; -Strictly-spiaking a the stipend -is taxable because
section 117 dees not apply, contributed services are taxable
because section 119,, relating to the exclusion of meals
and lodging furnished for the conVenience of the employer,
does not apply. Steven M. Weinber 64 T.C. 771 (1975);
Walter L. Petersol, 33 T.C.N. 1367 (1974),
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or from a nonqua1ified source are includable in gross income
whether or not they constituted earned income. 1/

1/Most of the decided cases involving these rules concern pay-
ments to medical interns and residents. Leonard T.-Fielding,
57 T.C. 761 (1972); Jacob T. Moll, 57 T.C. 579 (1972);
Arthur Calick, 31 T.C.M. 60 (102); Larry R. Taylor, 31 T.C.M.
57 (1972); Frederick Fisher, 56 T.C. 1201 (1971); John M.
Gullo, 30 T.C.M. 1434 (1971); Ernest G. Morret Jr., 30 T.C.M.
1347 (1971); Brian T. Steinhaus, 30 T.C.M. 1197 (1971);
Dee L. Fuller, 30 T.C.M. 1116 (1971); Michael D. Birnbaum,
30 T.C.M. 989 (1971), aff'd, 73-1 USTC par. 9378 (3rd Cir.
1973). William K. Rundell, 30 T.C.M. 177 (1971), aff'd, 455
F. 2d 639 (5th Cir. 1972), Emerson Emory, 30 T.C.M. 785
(1971); Tobin v. U.S., 323 1%.Supp. 230 ;S. D. Tex. 1971);
Irwin S.-iiiirerson, 54 T.C. 1547 (19701; Edward A. Bal)erini,
29 T.C.M. 1595 (1970); Janis Dimants, Jr., 29 T.C.M.
(1970); Austin M. Katz, 9 T.C.M. 511 (19695; Coggins v U.S.,
70-2 USTC.par. 967 (N.D. Tex. 1970); Kwass v. U.S., 319 F.
Supp. 186 (E.D. Mich. 1970), Alyosius J. Proskey 51 P.C. 918
(1969); Jonathan M. Kagan, 28 T.C.M. 61'7 (1469). Parr v
U.S., 469 F. 2d 115r (Sth Cir. 1972), aff'g unrep.-FX.
dec.; Hembree, Jr. v. U.S.; 1262 (4th Cir. 1972), recog -28
AFTR 2d 71-5603 (D.C.S.C. 1971); Bayard L. Moffitt, 31
T.C.M. 1226 (1972); Richard F. Bergeron, 31 T.C.M. 1226
(1972); Emerson Emory, 32 T.C.M. 245 (1973) appeal dis-
missed; Robert S. Chancellor, T.C. Memo 1976-385j Esfandiar
Kadivar, 32 T.C.M. 427 (1973); Enrique Kaufman, 32 T.C.M.
525 (1973); appeal dismissed. Paul R. Zehnder, 32 T.C.M.
1180 (1973) Dennis Dale Brenneise, 33 T.C.M. 1 (1974);
Marvin 1,-. Dietrich, 33 T.C.M. 66 (1974 aff'd 503 F. 28
1379 (8th Cir. 1975)); George Weissfisch, 33 T.C.M. 391
(1974); John E. Hamacher, 33 T.C.M. 529 (1974); George M.
Towns; 33 T.C.M. 6-32 (104); Carl H. Naman, 33.T.C.M. 762
(104); R. M. Nugentt Jr., 33 T.C.M. 690 (1974); Douglas R.
Jacobson, 13 T.C.M. 762 (1974); Wesley E. McEntire, 33.
T.C.M. 780 (1974); Geral W. Diet, 62 T.C. 578 (1974);
Thomas A. Woods, 33 T.C.M. 661 (1974); Donald D. Fagelman.

p64; Byron L. Howard, Jr., 33 T.C.M. 869 (1974);
Steven Weinberg, 64 T.C. 771 (1975)1 Farindra R. Thakkar,
34 T.C.M. 126'2; Morgan McCoy, II 34 T.C.M..1435 (1975);
Jeremy HandlemanT-N T.C.M. 1437 (1975); Roger Mary, 34
T.C.M. 1439 (1975); Sheldon A. E. Rosenthal, 63 T.C. 454
(1975); William S. Kamgerer, 35 T.C:M. JO (1976); James
Ferro, 35 T.C.M. 318 (1976); Gloria B. Zimmermann,
T7T:R. 559 (1976); Charieq J. Berger, 15 T.C.M. 752 (1976)114
David M. Brubakken, 67 T.C. 240 (1976); Richard,A. Lannon,
35 T.C.M. 1585 (1976); Leonard J. Levine, 36 T.C.M.. 264
(1977); Richard B. zondiVi36 -f777-6 (1977); Mark J.
Homer, 36 T.C.M. 83 (1071)1 Vance L. Alexander, 36 T.C.M.
673 (1977).



1,

The 'source and dollar limitations of section 117(b) do
not apply to degree candidates. A degree candidate may wc-
clude from gross income any amount received in supPort oT his
studies or research provided such amount does not constitute,
earned income 1/ and provided the amount received is for
study or reseaich related to the course of'study for which
the taxpayer is registered as a degree candidate. 2/ "Amounts
Feceived for teaching, research, or other Services required
of all candidates for a degree as a condition to receiving
such degree" are not regarded as earned income. The exclu-
'sion for amounts received as reimbursement for expenses of
travel, research, clerical help ahd equipment incident to the
excludable portion of the grant-applies also to degree can-
didates.. 3/

k

The "practice-teaching" exception to the
earned,incOme rule is perceived as unfair .

The exclusion for degree students of earned income
received for part-time "practice teaching" has been a source
of endless taxpayer controversy. The Internal Rivenue Serv-

w ice, supported by the courts, has Limited the exclusion in
accordance with the criteria of regulation section 1.117-4(c)
and the Senate Finance Committee Report. In particular,

I

1/Marjorie E. Haley, 54 T.C. 642 (1970); Reiffen v. U.S.,
376 F. 2d 883 (Ct. Claims, 1967). The criterion is whether
taxpiyer is "paid to learn" (compensation) or "learns for
pay" (scholarsilip). Norman F. Stousaard, 30 T.C.M. 1331
(1971); Norman H. Brown, 31 T.C.M. 457 (192). Even though'
the compensation received by a degree candidate from his
employer is fully taxable, amounts received as tuition re-
imbursement or paid directly to the school are excludable.
Singlet-- v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741, 744 (1969); see also
facts in John F. MacDohald, Jr., 52 T.C. 386 (1969); Ulak v.
U.S., 345 F. Supp. 1269 (D.C. Calif., 1972); regulations
section 1.162-17(b)(i). See also case.5, chapter 4, infra.
and cases'cited. Tuition remission by the school also is -

excludable although compensation received from the school
for part-time teaching CT research is taxable. Merrill L.
Meehan 66 T.C. 794 (1976);*Michael J. Larsen, 32 T.C.M.
L118 C1973). .

-

2/Melvin H. Weiner, 64 T.C. 294 (19 5).

3/A scholarship grant may include amounts received for board
and room or as a living allowance if not paid by a present
or former employer. Robert H. Kyle, T.C.M. 327 (1972).

_
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stipends paid by colleges and universities to graduate stu-
dents who perform.researdh or teaching services in connection
with their educational program are includable in the income of
the student and subject to withholding of.tax at source by

, the school. 1/

.With respect to both degree and nondegree students,
the effect of these rules is to make a distinction between
grants made to persons-whose learning fakes place in a formal
academic setting and those whoie learning takes place in a
"learning-by-doing setting." 2/ TaxpayeaX principally
licensed medical doctors- workIng as medical interns or resi-
dents, and graduate degree candidates who perorm research
or teaching servicesin connection with theirieducational

1/Robert N. Worthington, 31 T.C.M. 447 (1972) aff'd 476 F.
e2d 589 (10th Cir. 1973) (NDEA grant); Beulah M. Woodfin,
31 T.C.M. 208 (1972), appeal"dipmissed (National Science
Foundation grant); Steinmetz v. U.S., 343 F. Supp. 384
(N.D. cal., 1972),_W1chaelto v. -U.S., 71-1 USTC par. 9455,
(E.D. Mich. 1971); Harvey P. Uteeh, 55 T.C. 434 (1970);
Harry L. Kreisi 29 T.C.M. 770 (1970), Tff'd, per curiam,
441 F. 2d 457-(4th Cir. 1971); Edward, R. Jamieson, 51 T.C.
635 (1969); Renneth Ji Ropecky, 27 T.C.M. 10gI (1968);
Donald R. DiBone, 27 T.C.M. 1055 (1968). Allen J. Workman,-
33 T.C.M. 16 (1974) (graduate teaching assistantship);
Frank C..Gibb, 32 T.C.M. 784 (1971); aff'd per curiam 501
F..2d 1086 (6thCir. 1974); Mefrill Lee Meehan, 66 T.C.
794 (19761. Margaret L. Pelz, 551 F. d 291 (Ct. Cl. 1977),
approvitg Trial Judges Report, 76-12 OSTC 9775 (Ct. Cl. 1976).
Nichofas V. Findlerr, 35 .T.C.M. 1602 (1976). Logan v. U.S.,
518 F. 2d 143 (6th Cir. 1975), rev'q D.C.I.Ohio, 73-2
USTC Par. 9717,,(1973).

2/The difficulty, of,course, of attempting to exclude per-
sonal service incoMe on the ground that the taxpayer re-
ceived training or education on the job is that all jobi,
have a "teaching" elewt to some extent. This fdct under-
lies judicial iupport for the quid pro quo requirement-of
khe regulations. See, for example, statement of the Tax
Court in James U. Ferrero, 35 T.C.M. 388 (1976) at p. 390: .

."W6ile-petitioner quife -obviously benefited from the-ex-
perience and training he received, that does not mean that- ,

his stipend was a fellowship grant. Most workmen receiving
compensation for their services learn from experience how
to do their jobs more effectively. The payments they re-
ceive for those services are compensation, not grants,
hotwithstanding the beneficial training and experience."

23 0
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programs, harve,refused to accept this distinction. 1/ They
have continued to challenge the.regulations by requests for
administrative rulings, 2/ by contesting deficiencies based
upon disallowance of the income exclusion, and by litigation.
Despite the fact that the service has ruled specifically
that 3/ amounts received by medical residents or interns who
care Yor petients and amounts received by teaching fellows

, and research assistants who perform services for regular
faculty members of the school where they are patriculated are
taxable compensation, this issue remains a contested one. In
some cases, the courts,have regarded the section 117 exclusion
as a *loophole° for a limited number of taxpayers. If the
result is to treat taxpayers similarly situated in a different
mgmner, "'the remedy lies with Congress." 4/ More frequently .

tile courts have expressed hostility to the' flood of litigation
created by section 117, ih particular that brought by resident

4

I/The perceived unfairness of this distinction is exacerbated
by the fact that the section 117 exclusion applies to' pay--;
ments made by the qovernment.for tuition and certain other
educational expenses of a member of the armed forces attend-
ing school under the Armed Forces Health-Profesiions Scholar-
ship Program or similar program, such as the Medical, Dental,
and Veterinary Education program for Air Force Officers pnd
the Navy Medical, and Osteopathic Scholarship Program. ,The
payments qualify for exclusion pursuant to the provisions
of section 4 of Public Law 93-483. Rev. Rul. 7699, 1976-1
C.R. 40; Rev.' Rul. 76-183, 1976-1 C.B. 43; Rev. Rul. 76-517,
1976-2 C.B. 38; Rev. Rul. 76-518, 1976-2 C.B. 39 .Rev. Rul.
6-519, 1976-2 C.B. 39.

2 A record of cases closed by issue in the Officelif the Chief
Counsel shows 84 Interpretative Division sectionf117 cades
closed by published rulings during the period January 1969
through September 1977. Rulings requests are less capon
in the educational expense deduction area. During OA
same period only 5 cases arising under regulations section
1.162-5 were closed by publ-shed revenue ruling.

3/See, for example', Rev. Rul. 65-117, 1965-1 C.B. 674
- Rev. Rul. 71-417, 1971-2 C.B. 96; Rev. Rul. 76-252, 1976-2

C.B.

4/Leathers-v. U.S. 471-F. 2d 856 (8th Cir., 1972), aff'g
73-2 F. Supp.-1744"(E.D. Arl., ,1971), cert., denied 412
U.S. 932 (1973).



doctors. This hostility was expressed by the Tai Court in
Zonderman 1/ as fdllowsi

"Interns and residents have beer) flooding the
courts for years seeking to have their remunera-
tion declared a "fellbwshiptgrant"and hence
partially excludable from income. They have
advanced such illmitrSting arguments as they
could have earned 'more eluewhere,and they-were
enjoying a learning experience so therefore
,what thlay did receive must have been a grant.
'They have been-almost universallyunsudcessfu1
and deservedly so. Why the amounts received
by a young doctor just out of school should
be treated diffei:ently by a young,lawyer,
engineer, or business school gtaduate,has
never been made clear." (p.90-

DEDUCTION OF JOB-RELATED
EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES

The statutory authority for deducting job-related edu-
catiopal expenses is section 162 of the Internal Revenue Code,
which permits a deduction for "all ordinary and necessary
business expenses paid cr incurred during the taxable year
in carrying on a trade or business..". The determination of
whether an individual is engaged in a trade or business
and what is his trade or.business is a question 9f ultimate
fact. In general, carrying on a trade or business includes
all activities by whigh_API,inamillidual a living through
work. Excluded from the, biiiinese expense ategory are ex-
penditures which are extraordinary (i.e., unreasonable")
in amount, are capital in nature, ot-ire personal.

Under the sectibn 162 regulations applicable to business
expenses, generally the first issue to be determined is 'always
that of whether a particularloutlay qualifies as a business
expense or as a nonbusipess (i.e., personal consumption).ex-

. pense. Thus, travel, expenses "directly atUibutable" to a :
taxpayer's job are deducttble. Commuting expenses (a con-
sumption expenditure) are not deductible. Regulations sec-
tion 1.162-2(a). The second question to be determined is
.ihskt of whether a particular-business-re1ated outlay is
capital CT' ordinary -in nature: For example, does an outlay
for repairs 'materilkIly add to the vaiue of the property"

1/36 T.C.M: 6 (1971).



or "appreciably prolong its life" or does the repair expense
merely maintain the asset "in an ordinary efficient operating
condition"? Regulations section 1.162-4. If the former is
true, the repair eXpenge is regarded as an additional invest-
ment in the asset, depreciable over the life of the asset.
If the latter is true, the repair expense is deductible
currently.

The regulations applicable to the tax:status of 'educa-
tional expenses import the capital exPenditure concept into
the classification df business-related educational expenses
which represent an additional investment in human capital,
either because the education is required to "meet the minimum
educational requirements" of the job or because the education
qualifies the taxpayer "for a new trade or business." This is
a mistake in theory and a source of endless IRS-taxpaYer con-
trpi/ersy and confusion. The capital expense concept is an
lrrelevant,concf-,pt for purposes of determining whether an ex-
penditure made by a natural person i5or his-own benefit should
be allowed as a deduction for purpos4m,of measuring ability
td pay. Further, application of the capital expense concept
to,expenditures made by a natural perion for his own benefit
is confusing because it-does not correspond with the sense of

, the pveryday use of the notion cild capital investment:

The value of-theindividual himself, ccingiclered as a, .

'cap4,ta1 asset tapahle of creating income, iA a relevant con-
cept;fdr national income accounting purposes where the object
is to mea.§bre thwef'fect of outlays for education, training,
health caret ahd mobillty an economic growth. 1/ It may also

t

Del

I/It tlas been suggested by eConomists, in particular by
Edward T1,.. Denison, Moses Abramovit2, and John S. Kendrick,
tilat the inVestment comp4terit in, the<nationsal income aC-
-co4ptibe:expanded to intlude all outlays whiell-havethe
.ef:f0I of exmanding-future output and income-producing
capacity, 1.,The doncept.of thvesLment in humlfi capital Is
used is 'an anal'ytical 'framework for components of growth

ravs'imong'count'ries. Seei for example, Wward F.
Denisoni'Why'Growth kates Differ (Washington, The -

-Brookl-Ags-Institution,-1967)'-..--For. puiposes-of.produc---
tivity analysis, the stock of eddcation and training
represents the productive knowledge and know-how:embodied
in. Ndman beingArthe stock of health and mobility repres-

,

entsThe,cumulative outiaysjor.these pur,poses embodied ia
- the -popittlaion:

6.4
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,

be a relevant concept for purposes of measuring the yield
.' derived from a given Ancome aource4 here darned income. 1/

However, since the nineteenth tentury in England and
in the United States., the income tax has beep viewed as a

' perionai tax, imposed upon,net tax ble-incomeregarded.as a

i
measure of financial capacity. Th s,means that for defini-
tion of income purposes the indivi ual cannot be regarded
as a depreciable capital asset and any investment which he
may make in his own health, mobil.,ity, or'education cannot
create a separate amortizable asset. Such expenses can only
be either perional (consumption) in nature or busfness.
related. 2/

.

.

lo.

The "primary purpose ". test of the 1958
, regulations was aifficult to.admlnfater

t
;

As a practical matter it .is virtually. impossible to
apply these rules in an evenhanded manner. Treasury regu-

. lations issued,under section 162 in 1958 3/410hd again in
1967 4/ attempt to set forth rules by which to determine

04.4

1/Willi3m Vickrey in Agenda For Progressive Taxation
(August M. Kelly, reprint, 19/2) suggests that, for pur-
poses of refining the definition of earned income,
"logically" an amortization deduction should.be allowed
for educational cnits inqurred ,to obtain job-related
"technical training" but not for the costs incurred
to obtain "a liberal arts education" which doe's nOt
direc.tly increase earning power:. Hdwever, because of
the difficulty of correlating educational costs with
enhanced earning' ability, he'did not recommend a speci-
fic rule'for,the recovery of training costs through
amortization." In his concluding "Agenda",Vickrey listed
his suggestion that training expenses be amortized out

-of subseguenE income under the heading "furthtr refine-
ments requiring relativel4laxge addition'al auditing
and administration expense.."'

A
2/Th'e',capital-rnoncapita1 criterion has been Avoided w ith
respet to-expenditures for health carand for sob-.
irelkted-moving.toits by'spe&ific statutriry,provisions -

whkch treat the.ftrmer as currently deductible personal
eip.Osp, and the laterf as currently depuctible bffsets
against,cfrosp inc.Ome' to eeap1:1,44justed gross income.

- ,

3 .D.629l

,

.t

.4.

I
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whether an educational expense is personal or business re-
lated and, if the latter, whether it is capital or ordinary
in nature. The 1958 regulations adopted a subjective "pri-
mary purpose" test in recognition of the fact that ap indiviI
dual's educational activities may reflpct several motives,
none of which may be apparent from the course of study pur-
sued. Thus, the 1958.regulations allowed a deduction for

-the expenses-of study undertaen -mprimartly faf-the.purpose"--
of (1) maintaining or-improving skills required by the indivi-
dual in his employment or (2) for meeting the express require- ,

ments of a taxpayer's employer, or of applicable law or regu-
lations imed as a condition to the retention by the taxpayer
of his employment. 1/ A.deduction was not allowed for the
expenses of educatiein undertaken "primarily for the purpose"
of obtaining a new or higher position or for personal reasons.

a

Under the 1958 regulations, taxpayers could not deduct
educatidnal expenses for courses of study that'would qualify
them for a new trade or business unless such education .was
"required as a condition to the retention by the taxpayer of
his present employment." 2/ Expenses for travel regard0
as asform of education alio were not,deductible. 3/

The "maintaining skills" and "express requirements"
criteria of the regulations were based on language in two
Circuit Court decisions, Hill v. Commissioner, 4/ and
Coughlin v. Commissioner.-57- In Hill, a teacher seeking
renewal of her teaching license was allowed to deduct
summer school expenses incurred to satisfy the renewal
requirement. In Coughlini an att_grney_ was allowed to
deJuct expenses incurred to attend a Federal Tax Institute.
Under the 1958 regulations,the "maintaining skills' rule
could be satisfied by a showing that "it is customary for
other established members of the taxpayer's trade or
business to undertake such education." 6/ The "require-
ments of an emploSter" rule could be satISfied by a show-
ing that the education was undertaken "primarily for a

1/Regu1ations section 1.16275(a)(1) and (2).

2/Regulations section 1.162-5(b).

3/Regulatrons section 1"-..162

4/181 F720 906 i4th Cir., 19501.

5/203,F. 2-d 30,7 (2d Cir., 1953).

6/Regula ions-sectiOn 1.162-w5(a).
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bona fide business purpose of the taxpayer's employer and
not primarily for the taxpayer's benefit." 1/

a

The "maintains or improves skills" test of
the 1967 regulation is difficult to understand

The results of the 1958 regulations were chaotic.
Ap plication of the primary putpose test on a case-by-case
basis resulted in a diffeuppe in tax treatment among in-
dividuals similarly situatia. Further, on trial, taxpayers
encountered serious problems of proof of the requisite sub-,
jective intent-. Accordingly,-after extensive hearings and
redrafts, the Commissioner, in 1967, promulgated new regula-
tions which withdrewrboth the "primary purpose" and the
"customary" tests. The 1967 regulations liberalize the
deduction of educational expenses incurred by teachers,
overturn the Treasury rule that educational travel Is not
deductible, and specifically disallow a deduction for the
costs of education which qualifies the taxpayer for a hew,
trade or business, whether or not the taxpayer intends to
pursue the new trade or business. 2/ For example,. under
the 1967 regulations an accountant_who goes to law school
at night cannot deduct the costs incurred even though he
intends to continue working as an accountant and in.fact
never practices law a day in hip life. On the other hand,
the regulations provide that a change of duties does not
constitute a new trade or buqiness if the duties involve the
same general type of work., The only examples of the kind
of change of duties which qualifies as "the same general type
of-work"- pertain io teachers. The-gdestion of what constitutes
"-the same general type of work" for business an2 professional
men is a new and additional source of controversy created
by the 1967 regulAtions.

While the 1967 regulations make a sharp distinction
_between costs incurred to "maintain" earning capacity (de-
ductible) and costs incurred to create new earning capacity
or augMent existing earning capacity (nondeductible), they do
not make a distinction for tax purposes between expenses of

1/id. .

-

. ,

2/ReqUIatiohi-iie&tiolih'1..-162-5tb1(3-).The-effect-ris-tO---
prohibit accountints, businessmen, or even lawyers.qualified

- to practice laW in a foreign country, but not in the U.S.,
from deducting the costs of obtaining a legal education. ,
Yaroslaw Horodysky, 54 T.C. 490 (1970).



education as preparation for living (personal) and expenses
of education as preparation for earning (capital). V The
result is to treat job-related educational expenses for
courses of study which go beyond the maintenance of basic,
minimum skills in the same manner as purely personal out-
lays. 2/ Neither kind of educational expense is deductible.

The sltructure of the 1467 regulations is confusing

Tpe 1967.regulations have created'difficult problems of
interpretai:ion and reguire many more factual determinations
than were reouired by the 1458 regulations. Further, the

structure of the regulations is confusing. As in the case

of section 1170 it may be helpful in following an analysis

oftreoulations section 1.162-5 to use the chart set forth be-

low. The sole statutory criteria, namely, that the individ-

ual be enclaned in a'trade or business and that the expenses
b.e relatee'to the carrying on of such trade or business are
enclosed in boxes drawn with solid lines; the related re§ula-
tions criteria are enclosed in boxes drawn with dotted lines,.

Interrelationships among rules are dehoted by solid lines.
(See P. 31 for chart.)

1/Regulations section 1.162-5(b)(1).

2/There have been some fairly bizarre attempts hy taxpayers

to turn this confusion between education for consumption

and education for the creation of earning capacity into a

theory for the tax deductibility of educational expenses

generally. For example, in Joel A. Sharon, 66T.C. 515

(1976) taxpayer, an IRS attorney attemlitga to aMprtize the

cost of obtaining his license to practice law in New York

over the period from admission to the bar to the date when

he would reach age 65. Included in the cost basis of the

license was the, costs of obtaining his undergraduate B.A.

degree (S11,125), of obtaining his LLB degree ($6,910), of

a bar review course (S175.20) and.the New York State bar

examination fee (S25). Taxpayer contended that these educe-

tional expenses were'properlyadded, to the cost basis of his

license (an intangible asset) beCause graduation from an .

accredited college and law school was a condiilon precedent
_---to'qualifYing-tb-take. the. bar-examination.. _The.Tax ourt _ .

disallowed an amortization deduction for the educational

expenses' on the.ground tha_t.such_eXpenses were personal

And could not be capitali2ed. AlternativelSc-k-Verl tf -----

capital in nature, the educational costs could not be re-

covered because the period of use was uncertain. However, .

the $25 fee as well'as coats and fees incurred to gain ad-

mission to the California bar wire allowed to' be amortized

.over the taxpayer's life expectancy.
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The regulations are structured as follows. A deduction
is allowed for-tuition, books, fees, and related travel
expenses if the education "(1) Maintains or improves skills
required by the individual:in his employment or other trade
or business, or (2) Meets the express requirements of the
indivddual's employer, or the requirements of applicable law
or regulations, imposed as a conditton to the retention by
the individual of an established.employment relationship
status, or rate of compensation" unless the expenditures
are for education

"to meet the minimum requirements for qualification
or establishment in * * * /a/ trade or business or
speciality therein * * *

"A.deduction is not allowed for expenditures for
education "to meet the minimum requirements for
qualification or establishment in * * /a/ trade
or business or speciality therein."

Even though the expenditures are undertaken prima-11y for the
purpose of:

":') Maintaining or improving skills required by
taxpayer in his employment or other trade or

business, or (2) Meeting the express requirements
of a taxpayer's employer, or Ole requirements of
applicable law or regulations, imposed as a con-
dition to the retention by the taxpayer of his
salary, status, or employment."

The circularity of the reasoning underlying the regula-
tions rules applicable to tuit,i.ern-i books,,fees, and related
travel expenses is readily apparent if capital Roman letters
are substituted for each of the criteria. Let A refer to the
"maintains skills" criterion and B refei to the "express re-
quirements" of the employer criterion. Let C refer to the
"minimum requirement" rule as applied to taxpayer's present
job and D refer to the "qualification for a new trade'or
business" rule. The regulation then would read: Deduct if
A or B is true unless C or D is true. Do not deduct if
C or D is true even though A or B also is true! Not sur-
prisingly, administrative and judicial interpretation of
thome.rules_has not _produced_a_coherent .body.of_precedent_

, or provided certainty.



Travel exRenses may be treated as a form
of education or as a cost of education

The rules governing the deductibility of educational
travel expenses are far less complicated than those pertain-
ing to the deduction of books, fees, and tuition. The
expenses of travel as a form of education are diductible
if the travel is "directly related to the duties of the
individual in his employment or other trade\or business."
Despite the simplicity of this rule, deficiencies based upon
disallowance of educational travel expenses have generated
a significant amount of controversy, principally by teachers.
The expenses of travel away from home are deductible as
an educational,expense if incurred primarily to obtain an
education, the eipenses of which are deductible. 1/

There is a.further complication: the expenses of
travel as education as well as the cost of books, tuition,
and fees are deductible from gross income to reach adjusted
gross income if the individual is self-employed. However,
if the individual is an employee, such expenses are deduc-,
tible from.adjusted gross income to reach taxable income. 2/
Travel expenses 'incurred .to obtain'an education, however,
are always deductible from gross income to reach adjusted
gross income. 3/ This means that if an ,individual Who is
an-employee elects to take the standard deduction, he can
deduct his education-related travel expenses but not the
costs of tuition, books, and fees. A self-employed person
can deduct all qualified educational expenses whetherJor
not he elects the standard deduction.

1/The 'education as'travel' isiue accounted for only five
educational expense .cases initially covered by the Appel-
late Division sample.- These five were removed from the
sample base because this report_is concerned primarily
with the taxabijity of grants and expenses for tuition,
fees, books, and related costs.

2/T.I.R. No. 83, June 30, 1958'1 W. F. Thompson, 16 T.C.M.
271 "(1957); hartrick v. U.S 2n O. Supp. ill (N.D.
Ohio, 1962). lb

1/Section 162(a)-(2)4-Subject -to the 'subttantiation-require,
'lents of section 274(d) and regulations section 1.274-5.
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The deduction xules do not mesh
with the exclusion rules

tn addition to the interpretative problems created by
the confusing structure of the regdiations, the separate
rules 9overning the deduction of educational expenses do'
not mesh with the income -exclusion rules of section 117.
For example, the "carrying on a trade or business" require-
ment is not met in,the case tof an individual who takes a
leave of absence from his regular employment in order to
further his education. ta assist the individual

, in this-circumstance, ate employer finances the cost of
such education, the amount received pro6ably would be te-
garded as compensatioh for past or,future services and hence
not-excludable under section 117. The expenses Ancurred, on
the other hand, are not aeductible beeause the taxpayer, not
currently employed, is not engaged in trade or business. 2/,

Proceeding down the4left-hand side of th'e chart on page
31 under the rules pertaining to deduction, the "maintains
or improves skills" criterion is the source of the largest
number of disputes. This one,criterion essentially involves
all of the other separately stated criteria. As a practical,
matter, it is difficult to prove that an educational expend-
iture maintains or improves Askills required, by one's employ-
ment but is not undertaken to meet the minimum educational
requirements of this same job and does not so far improve
one's skills that the individual qualifies himself for a new
and better job. The distinction is one between existing
skills, nonexistent skills, and new skills. Educational
expenses incurred to maihtain or improve a skill which,the
taxpayer already has are deductible. However, if the tax-
payer has been employed to do a job for which he is not
qualified, he may not deduct educational expenses incurred

1/Richard M. Randick 35 T.C.M. 195 (1976); Rev. Rul. 60-97,
1460-1 C.B. 69; Rev. Rul. 68-591, 1968-2.C.B. 73; Don E.
ly3T 56 T.C. 517 (1971); in Cantor v. U.S., 354 F-1-3-
5 Ct. Claims, 1965) the court stated that "the mere

existence of-professional status is not a sufficient basis
for finding that the taxRayer is cafrying on a trade or
business."

2 Rev. Rul. 60-97, 1960-1 C.B. 69, 70 Burke Bradley 54 T.C.
216 (1970). .
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to gain the needtd skills. 1/ Further, if the taxpayer is
qualified to do the job for which he is employed, he may not
deduct educational expenses incurred.to improve his skills
and thereby to merit a promotion.-.2/

The regulations do not treat employees

A further difficulty with the "meets the requirements
of the employer" criterion is that it.creates an inequitilble
distinction between ,self7pmployed pecsons and employees.
In the-latter situation the employer's judgment is required
to justify the deduction even though it is the employees'
own moneY-that is invested in his self-improvement. Further-
more, there is.an overlap between the "maintains or improves
skills" and the "meets 'requirements of the'employer" criterion. .

In order to satisfy the latter rule the expenditure must be
incurred for a bona fide business purpose of the epployer. 3/
However, any educational outray.made by an emplOyee for a
bona fide purpose of his employer necessarily maintains or
improves skills required by this same employment. 4/ It is
difficult to surmise what was intended by phrasing what ap-
pears to be a single criterion as two teparate rules.

The disallowance rules of the regulations
duplicate the allowance rules

Proceeding clown the column of'rules applicable to
nondeductible, personal, or capital expenditures for educa-
tion, we have exactly the sameJcriteria-as-under the-rules
relating to the deduction of educational expenses--but in

1/Robert Kamins 25 T.C. 1238 (1956). Regulations section
1.162-5(b)(2) (ii) contain specific examples applicable
to teachers.

2/Lewis Kendrick, 26 T.C.M. 339 (1967); Allen Kandell, 30
T.C.M. 1227 (1971); Richard Pe Joyce, 28 T.C.M: 1333 (1969);
William Kinch, 30 T.C.M. 502 (1971).

3/:Regulations section le162-5(c)(2) (1967); Nathan FleIscher,
.403 F 2d 403 (2d Cir., 1968); 30 T.C.M. 699 (1971)1_,
8iffieW7-Beadley-,--54.T-.-C;.216-(1970).`

4/This is true-especiallyin-situations -where the -educatioffal
requirement is impased.after the individual has entered the
employment. Laurie Robertson1:37 T.C. 1153 (1962).
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reverse order. Under the rules governing disallowance of
the deduction, expenses incurred for courses of studyftdesigned
to increase the taxpayer's general understanding and competency
are a nondeductible consumption item. 1/ Educational expenses
incurred,for courses of.study designed to create new earning
capacity (for example, to qualify taxpayer for a new trade
or business).are a nondeductible'capital.pUtlay even though
theizoursea also maintain-or improve existing iob-nrelated_
skills or are required by the employer. 2/

Expenses of travel (including meals and lod4ing) away
from home undertaken to obtain an education.are subject to
the rules of Code sections 162(a)(2) and 274. The rules of
Treasury regulations section 1.162-5 pertaining to educa-
tional expenses restate or incorporate by reference the
rules of Code sections 162(a)(2) and 274, subject to the
restriction that the travel be incurred in connection with
education for which the costs are deductible.,3/ This

1/Barry Reisine, 29 T.C.M. 1429 (1970); James Carroll, 51 T.C.
213 (1968), aff'd 418 F. 2d 91 (7th Cir., 1969); the cri-
.terion can be stated: Is taxpayer's Study undertaken to
permit him to be employed or is his employment undertaken
to permit him to study? Stanley W. Betz, 30 T.C.M. 119
(1971). .Regulations.sections 1.262-1(b)(5) and (9).

2/MArron Burnstein, 66 T.C. 492 (1976). The 1967 regulations
liberalized .deductions for educational expenses incurred

----by-te-acters --by-providing-t-hat -41.a1/ teaching-and related
duties shall be considered to involve the same general
type of work." Regulations section 1.162-5(b)(3)(i)
(1967). However, changes of duties within other types
pf work generally involve a new trade or business. In
particular, law school expenses are not deductible even
though the individual applies the training to improve his
skillg as an accountant, an insurance claims adjuStor, or
patent trainee and does not engage in the active practice
of law after graduation. Regulations section 1.162-5(b)
(3)(iii), Examples (1) and'(2) (1967). Bernd Sandt, 20
T.C.M. *13 (1961), aff'd 303 F 2d.111 (3rd Cir., 1962);
Owen Lamb, 46 P.C. 539 (1966); John K. Lunsford, 32 T.C.M.
64 (1971); Ronald F. Weiszman, 411-3 F. 2d. 817 (10th Cir.,
1971),-aff'g- 31- r.C.M.-.1201- (1972); Jeffry S; -Augen, -33-
T.C.M. 1022 (1974); Rombach v. U.S., 440 F. 2d 1356

, (Ct. Clt,_ 1971).

3/Regulations section 1.162-5(e)(1)(1967); Rev. Rul. 76-65,
1976-1 C.B. 46.
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meAns that deductibility,of the expense of *travel to obtain
an education is, in most cases, determined by thecdeductibil-
ity of the underlying expenditure. 1/ However, this does dot
mean that personal travel. expenses, as for commuting and
vacation trips, are deductible if incurred in connection with-
deductible education. 2/ °The regulations require that an
allocation be made to separate the travel for deductible
educational purposes from the personal activities but give
no specific rules for allocation. 3/

Under the 1967 regu1ations,4educationa1 travel expenses
are deduCtible if the major portion of activities carried
on during the travel period directly maintains or improves
the individual's required job skills. 4/ The 1958 regula-
tions considered educational travel expenses as primarily
personal in nature and denied deductibility. 5/. Taxpayers
contesting, tax deficiencies based upon disallowance of a
deduction for educational travel expenses are a3most ex-
clusively teachers. The contention is that travel, which
for others would be of a kind that is purely for Tmcreational

1 The regulations pertaining to travel to obtain education
are substantially,the same as the 1958'regulations. The,.
subjective "primary purpose" test has been retained. The
principal change relates to the addition in 1962 of the
substantiation rules of section 274(d).

2/J. L. Denison, 30 T.C.M. 1074 (1971); Gerhard Boerner, 30
T.C.M. 40 (1971); Robert Furton, 30 T.t.M. '43 (1971)

3/Regulations section 1.162-5(e)(2)

4/Regulations section 1.162-5(d) (1967).

5/Regulations section 1.162-5(c) (1958). The Treasury re-
laxed rts restrictive rulei after a series of court deci-
sions allowing deductions of ptpenses where the travel
was "ordinary and necessary" and the travel was directly
related to job skills reqUired in:taxpayer's business
or profession. Alan James,,23 T.CA..385 (1964);
Evelyn_Sanders, 1)9 T.C.M. 323 (1960). In Revenue Ruling
646176, 1964-1 C.B.87 the Service announced that
would-al-low-a. deduction-for-the expenses-of-travel-
"which has a direct relationship to the conduct of the

trade or lousiness'."
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and personal purposes, is related to their.dutles as
teachers. 1/

The "maintains and improves skills"
criterion is perceived as unfair

Much of the litigation in the educational expense area
is trivial and tiMe consuming. 2/ The principal litigants
are teachers who claim a deduction for educational travel
and professional persons who claim a deduction"for law
school expenses. Just as the resident medical doctor can
argue with some plausibility that he "learns by treating
patients," so the teacher can argue that travel stimulates
enthusiasm for teaching, 3/ and the business or professional

1/Gladys Smith, 26 T.C.M. 1281 (1967); Helen Oehlke, 26
T.C.M. 6Z-3 (1967); Bruce Steinmann, 30 T.C.M. 12t1 (1971)f
Alan James, 23 T.C.M. 385 (1964); Paul R. Dougherty, 29
T.C.M. 186 (1970); Zella V. Statton, 28 T.C.M. 1278 (1969).
In denying a teacher's claim for deduction of educational
expenses, the District Court of Texas in fugate v. U.S. 259
F. Supp. 398, 401 (1966) stated, "The trip was not taken
primarily to help them maintain or improve their skills.
They took a regular tour with a group of people. There was
nothing about it that was any more suited for a teacher
than for some widow who was traveling on the proceeds of
her husband's life insurance."

2/For example, in Arthur E. Tyman, Jr., 51 T.C. 799 (1969)
taxpayer, an attorney employed as a teacher in an accredited
law school litigated for 6 years in an attempt to over turn
a tax deficiency based upon disallowance of a deduction for
$126 patd as a fRe for admission to the Iowa bar and $177.17
eaciatrlse incurred to give a party, in celebration of this
event. The total tax deficiency proposed and sustained was
$67. In Keith W. Shaw, 28, T.C.M. 626 (1969) taxpayer, a
licensed medical doctor, claimed as an educational expense
the costs of fuel and depreciation of his private airplane,
used to "mainfain his flying skills" needed in his job as
a Federal Aviation Administration medical examiner.

3/Esther M. Rosenbers, 28 T.C.M. 1183 (1969).
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man that law is helpful in any kind of business-oriented
employment. 1/

However, there is a real issue of equity underlying
the educational expense deduction cases which keeps this
issue area from being resolved tbrough the dourts. The
regulations are liberal in their treatmen't of job-related
educational expenses incurred by perSons\in the4teaching
profession. 2/ They are restrictive in thipir treatment of
educational expenses incurred by persons employed :in non-
teaching jobs. 3/ While taxpayers have not been successful
in overturning the regulations on the ground that they
unconstitutionally discriminate in favor of persons employed
in the teaching professions, the regulations are perceived

1/Marshall L. Helms, Jr., 27 T.C.M. 1020 (1968). In denying
a claim for law school expenses incurred by an insurance
claims adjustor the Tax Court, in John V. McDermott, Jr.,
36 T.C.M. 144, 145-146 (1977) stated R* * * The expense of
legal skills by accountants, patent specialists, and other
professionals is a trade or'business separate and distinct
from the practice )f law." Jeffry R. Weiler, 54 T.C. 398
(1970); Lawrence H. Bakken, 51 T.C. 603 (1969); aff'd 435
F. 2d 1306 (9th Cir., 1971). On the other hand, expenses
incurred by a practicing tax lawyer to obtair an LLM degree
in taxation are deductible, Albert C. Ruehmann III, 30
T.C.M. 675 (1971); Contra, Johnson v. U.S., 332 F. Stipp.
906 (D.C. La., 1971); Henry-T7-iiiinhard, Jr., 34 T.C.M.
1529 (1975) .

2/See JóhnD. Ford, 56 T.C. 1300 (1971); aff'd 487 F. 2d
1025 (9th Cir., 1973); David N. Weiman, 30 T.C.M. 372
(1971); Paul R. Dougherty, 29 T.C.M. 186 (1970);
Furner v. Commissioner, S93 F 2d 292 (7th Cir., 1968).

.S/A public accountant may not deduct the cost of studies\
required to qualify as a certified public accountant.
William D. Glenn, 62'T.C. 270 (1974). A highway technical-
trainee may not deduct the cost of studies required to at-
tend a work-study program in highway technology even though
such studies are required by his employer, aiState highway
department. Wayne L. Wentworth, 33 T.C.M. l28 (1974). An
intern pharmacist may not deduct the cost of studies-lead-
ing to certificatian. Gary Antzonlatos, 34 T.C.M. 1426
(1975). A research chemist employed as_a patent tratnee
may not deduct the cost of law school studies which would
qualify him as a patent attorney. Rombach v. U.S., 440
F 2d 1356 (Ct. Cis. 1971).
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by many taxpayers to be unfair. 1/ Tax laws.rules widerr
regarded as-unfatir are, for this reason alone, difficule to
administer ana give eise to taxpayer-IRS controversies 2/
which resist settlement.. Aelding the element of unfairness to
the admitted coMplexity of the rules prescribed ty regula-
tions section 1.162-5 ensures. that this issue area mill re-
main unsettled if the, present rules are not changed.

1/For example, see Robert Connelly, 30 T.C.M: 376 (1971);7
dissenting'opinioeof Judge Tannewald in John Ford, 56
T.C. .1300, 1312 (1971); Morton S. Taubman7-0-7.r. 814
(1973); Ri.-har'd H. Gainesr 35 T.C.M. ltn, 1417(1976).

2/For example, taxpayer, an auditor, in Robert C. Smith,
29 T.C.M. 972 (1970) litigated a $54 tax aeliciency
foT 4-years based.upon disallowance of $285 educational
expenses incurrel to qualify as a certified public
accountant.
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CHAPTER 3

c...M.MMIUMgi2REAVEglag .

This sectiOn details t,he charactekistics of taxpayers
who claim an exclusion underHsection 117 for amounts received
tor study or for services rendered (i.e., reseagch and teach-
ing) or who .claim & dedru:tion under regulations,section
1.162-5 for job-related educational expenses. The purpose of
the section 117 exclusion and of the regulations under sec-
tion 162 is to provide clear-cut_rules for determining whether
an educational grant is taxable or an.educational expense is
Aeductible. Stabistics of the cases in' controversy under
these tyrtax provisiOnssindicate that.the Ccngress And the
Treasur hive largely failed to .accomplfsh the purpose in-
tended. (See ch. 1.) The 'question -thelm-isrWhix-infact
bears the economic burden Of'interpretation? -

The table below sets forth the pritncipal occupational
categories of all taxpayers in the sample f cases in con-
troversy at the Appellate DiVision level.and of all litigants
in the decided cases indexed undee these issues'. 1/ Taking
pending Appellate Division cases and decided caset4 together,
the principal contesters are licenied medical doctors (em-
ployed as residents or interns in hospitals) teachers, and
government employees. There is no significant difference -in
occupational grouping between taxpayers who have litigated
their tax dispute through to a final decision and those
presently involved in the administrative settlement process.
That is, the-proliferation of legal precedent does.not appear
to be_resolving the.interptetative problems encountered bk,
taxpayers in these.occupational groups. It has not reduced
the number of/deficiencies contested by taxpayers in these
occupations./

1/Qur sample consisted of 257 open Appellate Division cases
and the total nuMber--281--of cases litigated through to
a isritten opinion during the period July 1967 through
June 1977.
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Occupational CategoriesEducational Tax Issues

Appellate

Occupat,ion
Division cases Decided cases
Ro. Percent No. Percent

Teacher 48 18.7 52 18.5
Medical related 12 4.7 10 3.6
Licensed ,MD 100 38.9 109 38.8
Engineer 6 2.3 27 9.6
Business 13 5.1 24 8.5
Law and accounting 6 2.3 11 3.9
Government 20 7.8 27 9.6
Science 12 4.7 4 1.4
Misc. resear6h 6 2.3 3 1.1
Opher 6 2.3 8 2.8
No occupation 28 10.9 5 1.8
Occupation unknown 0 0 1 .4

Total 257 100.0 281 100.0

Comparison of the occupational grouping of all contesters
with that of contesters in each of the three issue areas shows
that teachers predominate in controversies involving the ex-
clusion of scholarship and fellowship grants received by de-
gree students as well as in controversies based upon disal-
lowance of a deduction for job-related educational expenses.
Full-time graduate students, who work as part-time instruc-
tors or teaching assistants in the graduate departments where
they are enrolled, also comprise a substantial group,of con-
testers under the degree student issue category. Government
employees are second after teachers in contesting deficien-
cies based on the disallowance of job-related educational
,Ixpenses. Licensed medical doctors employed in hospitals
as residents or interns predominate in cases involving the
exclusion of grants received by nondegree students.



Occupational Cateaories--Desree Students.

Appellate
Division cases Decided cases
No. Percent ,Nd. PercentOccupation

Teacher 22
Medical related 5
Licensed MD 11

- Engineer 0
Business 1

Law And accounting
OtlIV-i4

IGovernment
No occupation 19
Science 2

.., Misc. research 2

32.8 16 26.2
7.5 5 8.2

16.4 6 9.8
0 15 24.6
1.5_ 4 6.6
0 0 0
0 0 0
7.5 11 18.0

28.4 3 4.9
3.0 0- 0

-3.0 1 1.6

Total 67 a/100.1 61 a/ 99.9......P

Occupational Categories--Nondegree Students

Appellate
Division cases Decided cases

Percent No. Percent.Occupation No.

Teacher 6
Medical related 2

Licensed MD 86
Engineer 0

ausiness 0
Law and accounting 0

Other 0
Government 0

No occupation 1

Science 8

Miscellaneous research
i

3

Total 106

5.7
1.9

81,1

6

3

101

5.1
2.5

85.6
0 0 0
0 1 .8
0 1 .8
0 0 0
0 1 .8
0.9 0 0

7.5 3 2.5
2.8 2 1.7

a/99.9 118 a/99.8

a/Percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding.
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Occupational Categories--Educational Expenses

Appellate

Occupation
Division cases Decided cases
No. Percent No. Percent

Teacher 20 23.8 30 29.4
Medical related 5 6.0 2 2.0
Licensed MD 3 3.6 2 2.0
Engineer 6 7.1 12 11.8
Business 12 14.3 19 18.6
Law and accounting 6 7.1 10 9.8
Other 6 7.1 8 7.8
Government 15 17.9 15 14.7
No occupation 8 9.5 2 2.0
Science 2 2.4 1 1.0
Miscellaneous research 1 1.2 0 0
Occupation unknown 0 0 1 1.0

Total 84 100.0 102 100.1

a/Percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding.

Most taxpayers in the sample of Appellate Division casei
and most litigants in the decided cases are married, filing
a joint return.

Marital Status--Degree Students

Decided
Appellate cases

!ijing status _ _Division cases Inota- a)
No. Percent No. .Percent

Single 16 23.9 18 31.0
Married, joint return 49 73.1 40 69.0
Married, separate return 0 0 0 0
Head of household 2 3.0 0 0

a/In three cases the filing status of the'taxpayer is not
known.
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Marital Status--Nondegree Student

Decided
Appellate cases

Filing status Division cases (note a)
No. Percent No. Percent

Single 21 19.8 31 26.7
Married, joint return 80 75.5 84 72.4
Married, separate return 5 4.7 1 .9
Head of household 0 0 0 0

a/In two cases the filing status of the taxnayer is not
known.

Marital Status--Educational Expenses

Appellate Decided
Filing Status Division Cases Cases

No. Percent No. Per-cent

Single 22 26.5 32 31.4
Married, joint return 53 63.9 70 68.6
Married, separate return 4 4.8 0 0
Head of household 4 4.8 0 0

Comparison of the average marginal tax rates for the
sample of taxpayers contesting deficiencies at the Appellate
Division level, broken down by issue, indicates that both
degree and nondegree students claiming an exclusion for
amounts received for study or research report relatively
more taxable income, in addition to the amount received as
a grant, than do taxpayers claiming a deduction for educa-
tional expenses.
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Marginal Tax Rates--Dearee Students

Marginal tax rate applicable
to proposed deficiency

)

Appellate
Division cases

Decided
cases

No. Percent Noi Percent

Zero - 10% 30 44.7 5 8.2
.11 15% 6 9.0 17 , 27.9
16 - 20* 15 22.4 17 27.9
21 25%. 12 17.9 P 13.1
26 30* 3 4.5 2 3.3
31 - 35% 1 1.5 .)

. 3.3
36%- or above. 0 0 3 4.8
Not known 0 0 7 11.5

t

Total 67 100.0 61 100.0

marginal Tax Rates--Nondegree Students

Marginal tax rate applicable
to proposed deficiency

Appellate
Division cases

Decided
cases

No. Percent No. Perceni

zero 10%, 16 15.2 6 5.1
11 15% 8 7.5 11 9.3
16 - 20% 35 33.0 45 38.1
21 - 25%

.

30 28.3 34 28.9
.26 -.30% 10 9.4 6 5.1
31 - 35% 4 3.8 5' 4.2
36% or above 3 2.8 8 6.8
Not known 0 0 3 2.5

Total 106 100.0 118 100.01
I

nrdinarily, the average marginal tax rate applicable to
a proposed deficiency is a reliable indicator of the finan-
cial resources of taxpayers. However, as explained more

li

fully in chapter 4/ the effect of the offset o the standard
deduction against the increase in the income b e attribut-
able to disallowance of an educational expense &duction is
to reduee the average marginal tax rate applicable to the
proposed deficiency to less than'the minimum statutory rate.
The average marginal tax rate therefore is not a reliable in-
dication of the financial capacity,of taxpayers who claim
a-deduction for education expenses. The next best indicator
of financial capacity is adjusted-gross income level- brokem -.

down by income sdurce.
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Adjusted Gross Income Levels-Appellate Division Cases

.Income level
Degree
students1

Nondegree:
students

Educational
eXpenset

No. Percent No. PerCent No. Percent-

lero -.$4 99§ 17 25.4, '9 8.5 6 7.1

$54000 - Sq,999 30 44.8 39 36.8 35 41.7

$10,000 - $19,999. 15 22.4 36 34.0 24 28.6

.$20,000 - $49,999 5 7.5 21 19.8 :18 21.4

$50,000 and above 0 0 1 .9 1 1.2

Total 67 100.1 106 106.0 84 100.0==
, -----7

Income sources reported.on the returns in the Sample, of
pending Appellate Division cases show that the principal
financial resource of taxpayers in all three issue categories
is compensationTincome. The,only other significant source
of income reported is interbst income received by 'nondegree
candidates and taxpayers claiming the educational expense
deduction. The dollar amount of income broken doWn by 'source
of income is summarized in'the following three tables. .Ctn
balance, nondegree.candidates appear to be conpiderably mote
peosperous than either degree candidates or emplbyees who_
.finance tlieir education out of their ,own funds.

Inonme Sources of
TandyPrs 1.1,h) CI4ime0 Income
t.aelustan A Dearee SI0dentc

i 1 1 it ig,,,,, t'

f f .,IT i,11 ce %,?.

ce at Incuee-,--Ame114te

nnatoin n;vi,h,m1c
1.-ercent sr,. Porro.nt

n Canes l'eut,e)

Interest
. Percen C*1:knt.tit.

,!,, ,.. I i.n 6, '.9.f.4 ,2, 47.3 46 71.0

0 4 s.o 40 59.7 14 22.6

S:,000,- t;4.499 9 11.4 1 I.', 2 I.n 3 4.8.

.y.,0011 ¶:9.11q :7 40.4 0 . '0 0 n i 1.6
-

41 ',ono St9,499 17 24.4 0 0 0 0 0

5/0,0nn - '7.4t.,q149
_

IA 17.9 0 0 a a 0 9...

-....,,p,.: 17 1110.0 67 100.0 67 100.0 62 .100.0m. -0.1.4.113.6 .....,...=Ai -.......
.V

a The fiq0sen in eacitl critoen repreeent thP n0MRer and percentaqe of taspayerA
tetra feceive4 the rtmountp of income Owen frme the ntated nonrcrs,

tr;Doe, nut inrlorie deftest ceturne. Five denree itodentR filed returns.abowing
net 1(1.34 trivia lither Incnov
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"The Statutory maximum limit on the amount exclUdable by
nondegree candidates is $10,800 in.a period,of 36 months.
Most nondegree candidates exclude between $1,000 and $51.000
from gross income. Since there is no dollar liMit on the .

amount excludable by a degree candidate, a significant per-
centage of taxpayers in this category excluded more than
$5,000 from gross income. Oneinondegree candidate attempted
to exclude in excess,of S20,000 in 1 year. In 13 instances

. in the sample of 220 Appellate Division neturns, and in 8 of
the total of 179 section 117 decided cases, both husband and
wife, filing joint returns, claimed exclusions for amounts
received for research or study.

Income ExclusionAppeliate Division Cases (note a)

Amount excluded on return Degiee student Nondegree student
No. Percent ,No. Percent

Zero (note b) 3 4.5 0 0

Less than'$1,000 4 3.8
$1,000 $41999 50 74.6 94 88.7
$5,000 - $9,99,1 11 16.4 8 7.5
-$10,000 - $19,000 '.3 4.5 0

$20,000 or more 0 0

Income Exclusion--Decided Cases,,

Amount excluded on return Degree student Nondegree student
No. Percent No; Percent

' $801 $1,799
,l,son
$1,801 - $5,394
$5,400
$5,401, $7,199
$7,20.0
$7,201 or more

4

a-
22

8

0

7.-0 3

0 12
38.0 73
0' 4

14.0 2

0 12
23 40.4 11

A/The figures in each column represent the number and percent-
age of taxpayers who received the amounts of income shown
from the stated sburces.

b/Does not include deficit returns. Fourteen te4ayers filed
returns showing a net loss from other income s urces.

2.6
10.3
62.4
3.4
1.7

10.3
9.4

11)
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The sample of APpellate DiVision cases classified under
the section 117,principal issue categorysshows that deficien-
cies generated 6y disallowance of the exclusion for degiee
students tended to be less than'forinondegree students, not-
withstanding the dollar limitations on the maximum amount
excludable by nondegrep students. This result reflects the
fact that, on an average, nondegree students were in higher
income brackets than degree students. The dollar amount of
deficiencies proposed at the District Conference level, com-
pa'red to that proposed at the Appellate Conference level for
the sample of taxpayers contesting deficiencies based on dis-
allowance of an exclusion fqr amounts received for study or
research is summarized below. 1/

Dollar Amount of Proposed Deficibncies
Based on Disallowance of Exclusion for

Sbholarship or Fellowship Grants
Appellate Division Cases

Degree students District Director
Appellate

(note
Division
a)

No. Percent No. Percent

Zero 2 3:0 16 24.2
Less than $5410 28 41.8 25 37.9
$500 - $999 24 35.8 13 19.7
$1,000 $4,999 12 17.9 9 13.6
Unknown 1 1.5 3 .4.5

NOndegree students

Zero . 3 2.8 9 8.5
l'iess than $500 31 29.2 33 31.1
$500,- $999 60 56.6 55 51.9
$1,000 $4,99) 12 11.3 7 6.6
Unknown 0 - 0 2. . 1.9

\
a/Does not include one proposed refund.

In the sample of Appellate Division cases, most of the
taxpayers who claimed an educational expense deductiop re-
ported outlays of between $1,000 and $5,000%for tuition,
fees, adelobooks. While the expenses of travel away from

1 See app. II for an explanation of the method of calculation
of a deficiency based upon disallowance of an income exclu-
sion or deduction from gross income to reach adjusted gross
income.
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home incurred in order to pursue a deductible education are
trotated as an "educational expense," we excluded travel ex-
penses in computing the amount of educational expense and
resultant proposed deficienCy generated by disallowance of
a deduction for such expense. In all cases included in the
sample, the educational expense deduction was claimed as
a miscellaneous itemized deduction which means that it was
offset against groseincome to reach adjusted gross income
and was taken in lieu of the standard deduction or low in-
come allowance. 1/

Educational Expense Deduction
Appellate Division Cases

Amount deducted Percent of
on return Number sample

Zero 2 2.4
Less than $1,000 27 32.1
$1,000 - $4,999 54 64.3 ';'

$5,000 - $9,999 1 1.2
$10,000 or more 0 0

The dollar value of the deficiency generated by dis-
allowance of the educational expense deduction was, in more
than 70 percent of the cases covered by the Appellate Divi-
sion sample, less than $500 and in nearly all cases was
less than the dollar value of the proposed deficiency gen-
-e...-ated by disallowance of an income exclusion of the same
amount. This difference is'attributable to the faCt that,
as a rule, disallowance of an itemized deduction generates
less revenue than disallOwance of an income exclusion be-
cause the increase in the net taxable income base resulting
from adding back an itemized deduction must be reduced by
the standard deduction or low income allowance. 2/ The

1/The dollar amount of thepeducational expense deduction at
issue in the decided cases included related travel ex-.
penses. In most cases the statement of facts was not suf-
ficiently detailed to permit a separation of the educa-
tional expense dollar amount into that amount for tuition,
fees, and books and an amount for travel costs.

2/See app. IT for an explanation of the method of calcula-
tion of a deficiency based upon disallowance of an itemized
deduction for educational expenses.
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dollar amount of deficiencies proposed at the District
Conference level, cor.pared to that proposed at, the Appellate
Conference level, for the sample of taxpayers contesting
deficiencies based on disallowance of a deduction for educa-
tional expenses is summarized in the table below.

Dollar Amount of Proposed Deficiencies
Based on Disallowance of an'Itemlzed
Deduction for Educational Expenses

Appellate Division Cases

Amount of proposed District Director Appellate Division
deficiency No. Percent No. Percent

Zero a/1 1.2 5 6.0

Less than $500 69 83.1 66 79.5

$500 - $999 10 12.0 6 7.2

$1,000 - $4,999 3 3.6 2 2.4

Unknown 0 0 '4 4.8

a/Does not include one proposed refund.



CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION OF THE TAX LAW RULES

AS AN AID TO EDUCATION

This chapter is concerned,with assesing the use of the'
tax system to help defray the cost of job-related education.
It-ig assumed that education is a merit want 1/ and that as-
sistance to education, either directly or indirectly through

.the tax system, is in the public interest. Existing tax
rules are not an effective aid to education to the extent
that they accord unequal treatment to persons in like finan-
cial circumstances.

'APPLICATION OF 716 EXPENDITURE THEORY-

The exclusion from gross income of amounts received for
studyiresearch, or teaching is regarded as a tax expendi-
ture. 2/ /he dollar value of the revenue loss attributable
to the exclusion is reported annually in the President's
tax expenditures budget. 3/ This tax expenditure, Or tax

1/See Richard A. Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance (1959),
pp. 13-14.

2/A tax expenditure is a tax provision which is regarded as a
substitute for a direct appropriation and which, therefore,
can be expressed as an alternative to a budget prograM. The
tax expenditure concept was written into the law governing
the budgetmaking process by the Congressional Budget and
Impoundment Control Act of 1974. The act defines a tax ex-
penditure as a preferential rate of tax, a deferral of tax
liability, or an offset against gross income in the form
of an exclusion, exemption, deduction, or credit against
tax which is "special." Special in this context means
that the tax rule is not required to define net taxable,
income, but is designed to give tax relief in hardship
situations or to change the incentive structure in private
markets.

yThe official tax expenditures budget is published in Special
Analysis G, of the FY 1979 budget of the U.S. Government.
Fora digcussion-of the origin of the tax expenditures
budget and of the rationale for the list adopted by the U.S.
treasury and House Ways and Means Committee, see Stanley S.
Surrey, Pathways to Tax Reform, Harvard University Press
(1973).
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subsidy, is regarded as the substantial equivalent of a di-
rect subsidy in the dollar amount of the estimated tax sav-
ings assigned ',to the exclusion. That is, the gross amount of
the grant is treated cofiteptually as consisting of two dif-
ferent income Stourceet, (1) thi gross amount of income, Ir
received by the taxpayer, minus the tax that Would be paid
had the income been included in the tax base, is reggrded as
received from the actual payor

I(1-tx)

and (2) the,tax not paid is regarded as receiied by the tax-
payer from the Treasury.

For example, assuming a tax rate of 20 percent, a tax-
payer who receives $100 of exempt income is regarded asire-
ceiving $80 from the payor '1100(1 - .20) and.$20 from tile
Treasury $100(.20).

The deduction froffi gross incoMe, or adjusted gross in-
come, of job4related educational. expenditures is not regarded
as a tax expenditure. The.deduction is regarded as a "normal"
tax computation rule required to determine net taxable income.
,In the context of the Lsxability of educational grants and
,expensese.this distinction is an overly simplistic one. The
dollar value of the tax savings attributable to the exclusion
from gross income of a scholarship or fellowship grant is pre-
cisely the same as the-dollar value of the tax 'savings attri-
butable to deducting educational expenses from gross income
to reach adjusted gross income. All that separates these two
,different fo-tms of offsets is the tax-law Concept of "engaged
in, trade or business.", In substance, both offsets Are a con-
ribution through thetax system to defrarthe cost of invest-
ing in human capital through education. If, as a matter-of
public,policy, it is worth the loss in tax dollars to defray
the costs of eduCation in general through an exclusion for
grams received ..)r study, research, or teaching, it should
be worth the loss in tax,dolilars to defrak the:cost of job-
'related education through a deduction from gross'income for
educational expenseft.

Taxonomy is not a useful tool of analysis in thii-Aktua-
tion. .In this area of job-related educational grants and
eXpenSes, the-4M0hASIS on taxonoMy at the sacrifice Of eqUity
is mischievous and effects grossly utrjust results.
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We are concerned here with a relatively homogeneous group
of taxpayers, The income range of taxpayers who contest de-
ficiencieS based upon disallowance of an.exclusion for scholar-
ship or fellowship grants and upon disallowance of a deduction
for educationAl expenses is not large. Seventy-five percent of
all taxpayers in-the sample of Appellate Division.cases had
adjusted grosS income of less than $16,607; 50 percent had
adjusted gross income of less than $9,900. Fifty percent had
taxqble income of $8,745 or less. Thirty-two percent of all
taxpayers in the sample .of Appellate Division cases fell in
the 15- to 20-percent marginal tax rate bracket; 23 percent .
fell in the 20- to 25-percent bracket; 67 percent were in a
20-pereent.or less marginal tax bracket.

Thus, there does-not exist in acute form the problem
of-the "upside-down" eftect of-tax expenditures applicable
to taxpayers in a wide income range; namely, that an exclusion
or deduction is worth $70 to a taxpayer in a 70-percent mar-
ginal tax rate bracket and $20 to a taxpayer in a 20-pereent
marginal tax rate bracket. Even With respect to the amount
of educational 4ssistance excl6ded from the tax base as com-
pared to the amount of educational costs deducted, there is
not.a wid.e variation. As noted in chapter 2, assistance
through:the tax system is concentrated on the exclusion of
educational grants and the $1,000 to $5,ono range. Relatively
little tax aid is given to taxpayers who finance their job-
related educational costs out of their own funds because in
most cases deduction of the expenditure is allowable only if
the taxpayer elects to itemize his/her personal deductions.

EXAMPLES OF UNEQUAL TREATMENT OF TAXPAYERS
IN LIKE FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

Hypothetical examples based upon income data descriptive
of the "average" or "typical" taxpayer in the Appellate Divi-
sion sarple is used to illustrate the kinds of inequities
ct-eated by the present section 117 exclusion and 162_deduction
rules.



Scholarship or fellowship

Case 1. Consider the case of a taxpayer who qualifies
as a degree candidate. He is married and on a joint return
reports income and deductions as followa: 1/

Adjusted gross-income = gross income
Compensation $10,000
Scholarship of $4,000 0

Less: 2 personal exemptions 1,500
low-incomc allowance 2,100

Taxable income
Tax liability
After-taA financial resources

$10,000

3 600
6,400
1,076

$12,924

The tex loss attributable to exclusion of the $4,000
scholarship grant is $801.20--the difference in tax liability
of $1,076 and of $1,877.20, *which would result if the 44,000
were included in gross income and the percentage standard
deduction of $2,240 were taken. 2/

Case 2. The facts are the same as ir case 1 except the
taxpayer is a nondegree candidate and has not exhausted his 36-
month benefit period.

1 The tax computation method applicable for years ending De-
gember 31, 1975, is used in order clearly to illustrate
the interaction between the deduction, standard deduction,
and excliision rules and to avoid having to make an adjust-
ment for the temporary general tax credit. In cases where
the applicable standard deduction is equal to or greater
than the zero-bracket amount built into the 1977 tax tables
and rate schedules, th final tax liability is the same
whether the 1977 tax tables or the statutory rate schedule
applicable for tax years ending December 31, 1976, are
used. In cases where the lo0-income allowance applies,
or where the percentage standard deduction is lower than
the zero-bracket amount, tax liability computed under,the
1977 tax tables or rate schedules would be lower. In all
cases, final tax liability would be less by the amount of
the applicable general tax credit were the tax computation
rules for years ending after 1975 applied.

2/Were the-1977 tax table for married persons filing jointly
applied, the tax cost attributable to the exclusion would be
$727-the difference in tax table kiability of $1,492 and
$765.

-
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Adjusted/gross income = gross income
Compensation $10,000

$10,400

Fellowship of $4,000 400
Less: 2 personal exemptions 1,500

/ow-income allowance 2,100 3,600
Taatable income.. 6,800
Tax liability 1,152
After-tax financial resources $12,848

The tax loss attributable to exclusion of $3i600 of the
$4,000 fellowship'gtant is $725.20--the difference in tax
liability between including and excluding $3,600:in adjusted
gross income. 1/

Educational expenses

Case 3. 2/ Taxpayer has a full-time job and, in addition,
attends classes in the evenings and on Saturdays. The courses
are related to his employment and expenses for tuition, books,
and fees are'an allowable deduction. Taxpayer is married and
on a joint re.turn reports income and deductions as follows:

Adjusted gross income = gross income, $10,000
Less: 2 personal exemptions $1,500

educational expenses 4,000 5,500
Taxable income 4,500
Tax liability 715 3/
After-tAx 'financial reso6rces $ 9,285

1/Were the 1977 tax table for married persons filing jointly
applied,' the tax cost attributable to the exclusion would
be $659, the difference in tax table liability of $1,492
and $833.

2/The facts in case 3 apply, also to employees enrolled in a
wbrk training program such as that conducted by the General
Motors Corporation in cooperation with,the General Motors
Institute. Under this program, the employees work for 6

** months and go to school full time for ,6 months. They
ret7eive a, salary while employed, but pay and deduct theki
edLcational expenses. VictOr Idef et. al., 73-2 U.S,I<C.
Par. 9553 (D.C. Mich., 1973)7

_._ .

3 The 1977 tax table liability \ruld be, $535.



The tax loSs att.ributable to deduction of the $4,000 of
edUcational expenses is $361--the difference in tax liabil-
ity between claiming the low income allowance of $2,100 and
deducting $4,000. 1/

Case 4. The facts are the same as in case 3 except the
taxpayel is self-employed.

Gross income
Less: educational expenses

Adjusted gross income
Less: 2 personal exemptions

low-income allowance
Taxable income
Tax liability
After-tax financial resources

$1,500
2,100

$10,000
4,000
6,000

3,600
2,400

354
$9,646

The tax loss attributable to deduction of the $4,000
of educational expences is $722--the difference in tax
liability between not deducting the $4,000 from gross tncome
and deducting it. 2/

Reimbursement

Case 5. The facts are the same as in case 3 except theø
taxpayer receives $4,000 from his employer as reimbursement
for educational expenses incurred for courses related to the
taxpAyer's employment. The amount received as tuition reim-
haesement is not excludable from gross income under section
117. 3/ It is deductible from gross income as a reimbursed

1/Were the 1977 tax table for married persons filing jointly
applied, the tax cost attributable to the deduction would be
$230--difference in tax liability attributable to th'e zero-
bracket amount of $3,200 and the $4,000 deduction.

2/Were the 1977 tax table for marriedapersons filing jointly
applied, the tax cost attributable to the deduction would be
$646--the difference in tax table liability for tax table
income of $10,000 and tax table income of $6,000.

3/Rev. Rul. 76-62, 1976-1 C.B. 12.
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employee trade or business expense if the educational ex-
penses woUld be deductible if paid out of the employee's own
funds, 1/ or if the tuition were paid directly to the
school. 2/

Gross income $14,000
Less: tuition reimbursement 4,000

Adjusted gross income 10,000
Less: 2 personal exemptions $1,500

low-income allowance 2,100 3,600
Taxable income 6,400
Tax liability 1,076 3/
After-tax resources $12,924

The implication of the regulations is that including the
$4,000 educational expense reimbursement in gross income and
then deducting it out again under section 162(a) results in a
wash. This is correct. It places the employee who is reim-
bursed for his educational costs in the same position tax-
wise as the self-employed person who finances and deducts the
costs of his job-related education and as the recipient of an
excludable scholarship or fellowship grant (case 1). By de-
ducting the educational expenses from adjusted gross income
and electing the low-income allowance, the employee who is
reimbursed pays only $361 more in taxes than does the employee
who is not reimbursed and deducts the cost of financing his
job-related education out of his own fundN (case 3). 4/

Case 6. The facts are the same as in case 3 except tax-s
payer receives $2,000 from his employer as reimbursement for
$4,000 of educational expenses related to the taxpayer's em-
ployment. The excess of the expenditure over the reimburse-
ment is deductible only if the taxpayer elects to itemize

1/Regulations section 1.162-17(b)(1); Rev. Rul. 76-71, 1976-1
C.B. 308; Rev. RulvA60-97, 1960-1 C.B. 69, 75. David E.
Mark, 26 T.C.M. 1106 (1967).

2/Rev. Rul. 76-65, 1976-1 C.B. 46.

3/1977 tax table liability woilld be $765,

4/In this case were ttle_1977 tax rates-for married persons
filing jointly applied, the employee wh^ is reimbursed
would pay only $50 more in taxes than wuuld the employee
who is not reimbursed.



his personal deductions. 1/ In this case since the low-income
allowance is $100 more than the $2,000 educational expense
deduction for the unreimbursed'portion of the taxpayer's
costs, the.taxpayer, in effect, loses the tax benefit of
the educational expense deduction.

Gross income $12,000
L:ss: tuition reimbursement 2,000

Adjusted gross income 1Q,000
Less: 2 personal exemptions $1,500

19w-income allowance 2,100
Taxable income 61400
Tax liability 1,b76 2/
After-tax,financial resources $10,924 7

Case 7. The facts are the same gas in case 3 except the
educational expenses for.which the taxpayer is reimbursed by
his employer are not required by the employer to be job re-
lated. Assume that the courses meet the requirements of
regulations section 1.162-5. The reimbursement is includ-
able in income; the expenses are deductible from adjusted
gross income. 3/

Adjusted gross income = gross income $14,000
Compensation $10,000

-Reimbursement 4,000
Less: 2 personal exemptions $1,500

educational expenses 4400 5,500
Taxable income 8,500
Tax liability 1,490 4/
Aftei-tax resources $12,510

.10

1/Rev. Rul. 60-97, 1960-1 C.B. 69, 75.

2/1977 tax table liability would be $765.

3/Bingler v. J hnson 394 U.S. 741 footnote 9, at 744 (1969);
Rev. Rul. 76 352, 1976-2 C.B. 37. If the courses.. are not
job related, the reimbursement'is includable in gross

, income and the expenses are not deductible. Rev. Rul.
76-62, 1976-1 C.B. 12.

4/1977 tax eable liability would be$1,310.
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The tax loss attributable to deduction of the $4,000 of
educational expenses is $397.20--the difference in tax lia-
bility of $1,490 if the $4,000 is taken as an itemized deduc-
tion and the tax liability of $1,887.20 which would result if
the percentage standard deduction, of $2,240 were taken. 1/

Case 8. The facts are the same as in case 3 except the
taxpayer is a veteran and receives $4,000 in educational bene-
fits from the Veterans Administration excludable from gross
income. 2/ The taxpayer incurs $4,000 of job-related educa-
tional expenses, which qualify for deductions under regula-
tions section 1.162-5.

Adjusted gross income
Less: 2 personal exemptions

educational expenses
Takable income.
Tax liability
After-tax financial resources

$1,500
4,000

$10,000

5,500
4,500

715
$13,285

The tax loss attributable to the $4,000 exclusion plus de-
duction of the $4,000 educational expense is$1,162--the dif-
ference in tax liability between including and excluding the
$4,000 in gross income and between claiming a standard de-
duction of $2,240 and deducting $4,000. 3/

Case 9. Finally, there'is the situation of the taxpayer
who dpes not qualify for a scholarship and who therefore pays
his own tuition and related educational expenses out of income
earned as a researcher in the department where he is a degree
candidate. The compensation is not excludable under section
117 4/ and the educational expenses are not deductible under

1/Were the 1977 tax table for married persons filing jointly
applied, the tax cost attributable to the deduction would
be $182--the difference in tax liability attributable to
the zero-brackyt'amoun.t of $3,200 and,the $4,000 itemized
deduction.

2/Rev. Rul. 62-213F 1962-2 C.B. 59.

. 3/Were the 1977 tax rates for married persons filing jointly
applied- the tax cost atftibutable fo the $4,000 exclusion
plus the $4,000 deduction would be $777--the differ-ence in
tax table liability of $1,492 and tax table liability of
$715.

4/Stephen L. Zolnay, 49 T.C. 38.9 (1968).
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section 162 if the taxpayer is not engaged in a trade or busi-
ness or if the educational experience trains the taxpayer for
a new field. 1/

Adjusted gross income
Less: 2 personal exemptions

low-income allowance
Taxable income
Tax liability
After-tax resources

$1,500
2,100

$10,000

6,400
1,076 2/

$8,924

The results of the rules illustrated by the nine ''examples
based on individuals filing a joint return and with grose in-
come (excluding scholarship or fellowship money) of $10,000
may be summarized as follows:

Income or exEense item

1. $4,000 ,grant excluded;
take low-income allowance

2. $3,600 of the $4,000
grant excluded; take
low-income allowance

3. No grant; $4,000 expeAse
deducted trom AGI

4. No giant; $4,000 expense
deducted from GI; take
low-Increase allowance

5. $4,000 reimbursement
included; $4,000 expense
deducted from CI; take
low-income allowance

6. $2,000 reimburement
c

ii

luded; $2,000 expense
ucted from GI; take
i4 ncome allowance

7. $4,000 reimbursement
included; $4,000 expense
deducted from AGI

8. $4,000 reimbursement
excluded; $4,000 expense
deducted from ACI

9. .No grant; take low-income
allowance

Tax saving attributable to
exclusion and/or deduction

1975 tax 1977 tax
rules rules

$801 $727

725

715

659

535

722 646

801 127

8 1

397

1,162

1/Leonard T. Fielding, 57 T.C. 761 11972).

2/1977 tax table liability would be $765.

-62

727

182

777

0



CONCLUSION

By eldvating legal form over economic substance, the tax
rules have effectively constructed a disincentive system for
the industrious student who finances his_education out of his
own funds. The differences in resulEs in these nine cases can-
not be justifieckeither on equity or incentive grounds. They
come about not because an explicit policy decision has been
made to favor individuals who receive financial assistance for
their study or research over individuals who finance their
educational costs out of their own funds or to favot self-
employed individuals over employees. The factors of the
artificial distinction between degree and nondegree candi-
dates of section 117, the preoccupation of the regulations
with niceties of refining the definition of net taxable in-
come, the interaction of sections 162 and 117 with the per-
centage standard deduction and the low-income allowance, or
with the zero-bracket amount of the 1977 tax schedules and
tables all combine to create an incentive structure which is
both perverse and grossly unfair.

The exclusion of scholarships and fel.lowships prefers
*grant" income to the earnings of students who work their
way through school--whether at the graduate or the under-
graduate level. The liberal treatment of educational ex-
penses for persons engaged in teaching and related fields
contrasts with the restrictive rules applicable to employees
undertaking legal education to advanCe themselves with their
present employers. The volume of litigation generated by
these tax rules indicated that the administrative cost of
enforcement may be disproportionate to the amount of assist-
ance given throu9h the tax system.

Because, in theory, the recipient of a grant for study
or research is regarded as receiving a tax subsidy in the
amount of the tax saving generated by the income exclusion,
the taxpayers in cases 1 and 2 are regarded as having re-
ceived tax subsidies from the Tteasury. Again, in theory,
_because the taxpayers in cases 3, 4,.and 5 are regarded as
having incLirred ordinary and necessary expenses to create
taxable income, the tax saving generated by the educational
expanse deddction is not regarded las a tax subsidy. It
hardly needs to be said that the name given to a tax saving
does not affect its dollar value.

Evidence generated by the sample of taxpayers .contesting
educational tax deficiencies before theAppellate Division
and by the decided cases suggests that whether or not allow-
ance of a dedOction for job-related.educationar;expenses is
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denominated a Lax expenditure, equity would be served by
allowing such a deduction as an offset against gross income
to reach adjusted gross income. It follows that'if the
educational costs.financed by an exempt grant wer.e deduc-
tible from gross income, there would be little advahtage to

_retaining the income exclusion in the law.
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CHAPTER 5

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS,

AND TREASURY'S POSITION
CONCLUSIONS

The statutory exclusion of scholarships and fellowships
has created a privileged income source for a relatively small
number of people ehgaged in studying, doing research, and
working in schools, hospitals, libraries, or museums. The
exclusion may apply also to travel grants in circumstances
where travel is regarded as a form of education.

The limited deduction allowed by the regulations for
educational costs incurred to maintain existing job skills,
combined with the disallowance of a deduction for educational
costs incurred either to meet minimum job requirement's or to
qualify for a new job or job prombtion in the same generail
line of business, has creatc?d 4 privileged use of funds-6y
persons engaged in the teaching profession with no comparable
advantage extended to persons employed in accounting, law,
and other business-related professions.

The effect of the interaction between the statutRry
extlusion and the'administrative deduction provision is to
favor individuals who receive financial assistance or are
reimbursed for job-related study or research.over individuals
who finance job-related educational costs out of their own
after-tax earnings. The effect of the interaction between
the administrative deduction provision and the stdndard
deduction.is to favor the self-employed person who finances
the cost of his education out of his earnings over the em-
ployee who finances his, education out of'after-tax wages.

Educational grants

The 'proposed amendment to the statutory exclusion proviT
sion bf section 117 removes the distinction made by present
law between degree and nondegree candidates. This distinc-
tion has the effect of exempting from tax some kinds of
education-related earned income received by degree tandidates.
The precise limit of this statutory exemption has been a
source of endless controversy because the favorable tax treat-
ment of degree students is perceived by nondegree students
as being-unfair..

.%
'Under the proposed amendment, no amount received as a

!scholarship or fellowship is excludable if the element of
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'compensation is present to any extent. That is, by defini-
tion, if there exists an employment or independent contractor
relationship between4the grantor and the student, job trainee,
teaching assistant, or medical intern, any stipend, grant,
or other amount received will not qualify as an excludable
scholarship or fellowship. For this purpose, it is irrelevant
whether the recipient is matriculated at an,educational
organization as a degree or as a nondegree Student.

Further, the proposed amendment to section 117 eitends
to all recipients of educational grants the limitation of
existing law on the category of entities which can qualify
aS graptors of exempt gch9larships and fellowship awards to
nondegree candidates.

Under the proposed amendment the grantor must be either
an exempt nonprofit orgar4zation described in section
501(c)(3) or a governmental organization. This rules out
for exclbsion educational grants and other forms of financial
assistance extended by profit corporations and other private,
taxable entities to the dependents of employees. Such grants
ard additional compensation in the form of a fringe benefit.
This also rules out for exclusion as a-scholarship'or'fellow-
ship corporation grants to persons who haye no employment
relationship with the grantor, either directly or indirectly
as the dependent of.anemployee. Such grants-are includable
in gross income unless they can qualify as a prize, award,
or gift. At the corporate level such grants might be
deductibie as an advertising or promotional expense.

-OS

We have exterided the limitation of present section
-117(b)(2)(A) to degree candidates becausethe matriculation
status of a student is in many Cases a technical relationship
which can be easily manipulated to achieve a "right" tax re-
sult and because we wished to restrjet the class of grantors
which can make excludable educational/ grants to nonprofit
orgAnizations, including governmental agencies,- in the busi-
ness of making educational grants on the basis of scholastic
merit, recognized achievement, and/or financial need.

The proposed amendment makes Welevant the "brimary
purpose" test of Bingler v. Johnson 394 U,S. 741 (1969) by
writing into the law a statutory definition of excludable
scholarship cr fellowshipgrant in terms of the uses to
which the funds can be put. An educational,grant received
from a qualified donor for study-at-a-facultied-educational
organization is includable ,in income to the extent the funds
are not spent for tuition, meals, and lodging in Ole school
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vow,.

dormitory or school approved housing accommodation, and for
travel required to relocate on school premises and to return
home during vacations.

An educational grant used to finance the cost of travel
.as education does not quality as an exempt grant under the
ptcposed amendment for two reasons: (1) the grant is not for
study or research at a facultied educational organization and
(2) it is not spent on tuitipn, meals and lodging, and inci-
dental travel expenses. The exclusion of the travel grant
from the category of qualified exempt educational grants is
based on two considerations:: (1) travel regarded as education
is essentially a consumption expenditure or a personal invest-
ment in an enhanced quality of life; the educational value of ,

travel is not limited to members of the teaching profession
and (2) inclusion in income of a travel grant received by
person for whom travel is an independent income-generating
activity (e.g., author, travel agent, lecturer) works no hard-
ship since the costs incurred in this case would be an allow-

\ able business expense deduction from gross income to reach
\adjusted gross income.

Educational expenses

The, proposed addition of new section 192 to the code and
the proposed amendment of section 62 to add a jlew subparagraph
(J4) make uniform the tax treatment of all persons who incur
job-related educational expenses. New section 192 removes
the di'Anction made by regulations section 1.162-5 between
(A) ordinary business expenses incurred to maintain or im-
prove skills required by the job or to meet the express re-
quirements of the job and (2) capital or combined capital-
personal expenses incurred to meet the minimum educational
reggirements of the job or to qualify for a new trade or
business. New subparagraph (14) treats job-related educa-
tional expenses whtch qualify for deduction under new section
192 as an offset.against gross income to reach adjusted gross
income. This makes the deduction available to taxpayers who
elect the standard deduction.

Our study of the educational expense deduction cases,
both contested proposed deficiencies pending in the Appellate
Division and-codes litigate4 through to a final decision dur-
ing the fait 10 years, showS that the distinctibn made by
regulations section 14162-5 between job-related educational
expenses that-are-ordinary-n-nature and-thoie-that are--
capital or "combined capital-personal" in nature is confusing/
and difficult for most people to understand. We found that
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this concept, which underlies the-disttnction mode by the
regulations between job-maintenance educational costs and
job-qualification or job-enhancement educational costs, wap
the principal source of controversy in the educa.tional /
expense area.

The problem is that application of the capital expense
coAcept to-expenditurei made by a natural person-,f6r.-h -own
benefit does nothorrespond with the setise of the ever day
use of the notion of capital investment. .Furthermore the
concept is irrelevant 01 the context of a personal income
tdx based upon ability to pay. ,The valut.0...the individual,
himself, considered as an income-generatingr deprpciable
capital asset is a relevant concept for national income-ac-
counting purposes where the object is to meaSure the effect
of outlaYs for education, training, health care, and mobility
on economic growth.' It may have some bearing on the measure-
ment of earned income under, a schedular income tax system
where different rates and tax-calculation ruled apply to each
separate income sOurce, and where the incoMe source, not the
individual taxpayer, is regarded as the subject of the tax.
The concept of the indiyidual as a depreciable capital asset
(i.e., of investMents in human capital as.capable Of creating
a,separate amortizable asset) has no bearing on the defiai.-
tion of net income where the object of the definition is-to
measure financial capacity to pay a tax currently.

Under a personal income tax based on ability to pay, any
investment which an individual makes thetas educat,ion can
only he either personal (consumption) in nature or business
related.

The proposed new section 192 focuses on the issue of the
deductibility.of b-related education expenses

i
I'lle

/expense is dedu ible if it qualifies as an "or iiiiry and
Tieeessay-busin s expen'ie" under existing case law and ad-
ministrative rul g criteria. The "in connectionw phi7ase
does not establish a new or additional test of deductibility.

The kinds of educational expenses which'qualify for
deduction under new section 192 incrUde some of pie settle
kinds of direct educational expenses which may qualifi an,
e'd4E4tional grant for exclusion: _tuition, books:and equip-
ment, and 'clerical assistance. Travel, mellsiand lodging,
incidentalto job-related edUcation, remain deductible as
a sdparate_travel_expensi_under_sectioi_162tal(2). 2the_
person who qualifies for,the educational eipense 4eduction
is a person whose activities,generate taxable earned, income"
whether as an employee or as an indepefideft.contractor."'-For.
this purpose, earnpd income has the same meaning as it demi;
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under section 911, relating to the exclusion of certain
foreign source earned income.of nonresident citizens.

Finally, the difference in treatment under existing law-
depending upon whether the taxpayer is. an employee or a Se1U-
employed person is removed by making the educational expenge
deduction an offset against gross income to reach adjusted
gross income.- While we did-not lind that.the-technical inter-
action of the itemized .educational expense deduction with the
standard deduction was a source of 'controversy, on its face
it is evident that this relationship results in a difference
in tax liability which does not reflect.a difference in
economic.circumstance. There-is no reason to perpetuate
_thi.sunfair result.

Combined effect of the-proposed amendments

The combined effect of restricting the incone exclusion
of amounts reCeived'for study and research and of liberaliz-
ing the deduction for job-related educational expenses is (I)
to remove the difference in treatment whieh exists under
present tax-law rules between those who receive financial
assistance for job-related education and thOse who.finance
-job-related education out of their own after-tax earnings
and (2) to treat educational grants and expenses in an ob-,
vious way so that general rules can be made to apply without ,

creating inequitable discontinuities.

. These proposed amendments do not cover educational
) expenses incurred by parents, guardians, or relatives for

the benefit of dependent students. The economic burden of
the costs of.post-secondary education imposed-on taxpayers
who finance the education of a dependent child,is a separate
and unrplated problem which is outside the scope of this
study. The dependent student is essentially a consumption
item for the parent or guardian who assumes financial .

responsibility for the education of the dependent as addi-
tional support. 'Inothis context, costs incurred -on beha.f
of the student before he'has assumed the economic status of
a self-supporting, tax-paying member of society are personal,
Npreparation-for-life expenditures." The situation.is not
altered by-the fact that the student may take summer jobs,
work part time during the year, or even borroW the money and
repay it out of earnings received after he has become an
independent and self-Supporting worker.
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'Basically, the proposed amendments are designed to cover
two issuesboth- of which we found to be a principal source
of IRS-taxpayer controversy and productive of serious in-
equity:

--The tax status of compensation received in the guise
of an educational grant or payment for learning by
doing.

--The tax status of job-related educational expenses
incurred for training which does something more
than to barely.maintain the skills which the employee
must have in order to hold his job.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO
THE CONGRFSS

We recommend that' section 117 of the Internal Revenue
Code, relating to the scholarship and fellowship exclusions, .

be amended as follows:

Section 117._ Scholarships and Fellowships

(a) General rule--Except as provided in subsection (b),
gross income includes amounts received as scholarship and
fellowship grants.

(b) Exception--Gross income does not include amounts
received as a scholarshipeor fellowship grant to do study or
research at an educational organization described in section
170(b)(1)(A)(ii) if

. (1) the amount received is limited to the cost of--

(A) tuition,

(B) meals, lodging, and travel,

(C) books and equipment,

(D) clerical help,

whicL are incident to such study or research;

(2) the recipient is selected on the basics of_
scholastic merito, achievement, or financial need;
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(3) the recipient is not required to render present
'or future services as a condition to receiving, the
scholarship or fellowship grant;

(4) the amount received does.not represent compensa-
.tion tor services performed in the past; and

(5) ,the grantor of the scholarship or tellowship
grant is

(A) an organization .stribed in section
501(c)(3), which is exr4pt from tax udder section
501(a),

(B) a foreign yovernment,

(C) an international organization or a bina-
tional or multinational educational and cultural
foundation or commission created or continued
pursuant to the Mutual Educational and Cultural
Exchange Act of 1961, or

(D) the United States, or an instrumentality
or agena'y thereat, or a State, or a possession of
the United States, or any political subdivision
theretot, or the District of Columbia.

(c) Regulations--The Secretary shall prescribe such
regulations as. may be necessary to carry out the purposes
of this section.

We recommend that the following amendments be made to
the Internal Revenue Code relating to job-related educational
expense deductions.

s d Gross Income tefined

For purposes of this subtitle, the term "adjusted
gross income" means, in the case of an individual, gross
income minus the following deductions:

(14) Education expensesThe deduction allowed by sec-.
s



Section 192. Education Expenses

(a) Deduction allowed--There shall be allowed as a
deduction education expenses paid or incurred during the-
taxable year

(1) in connection with a trade or business of the
taxpayer as a selt-employed individual or

(2) in connection with the trade or business of
the taxpayer as an employee.

(b) Definition of education expensesTor purposes
of this section, the term "education,expenses" means only
the expenses paid or incurred by the taxpayer tor

(1) tuition at an educational organization
described In section 170(b)(1)(A)(ii),

(2) books and equipment, and

(3) clerical help

which are incident to the course of study for which the
taxpayer is enrolled.

(c) Definition of self-employed individuals--For pur-
poses of this section, the term "self-employed individual"
means an individual who receives gross earned income from
the per:ormance of personal services

(1) as the owner of the entire interest in an
unincorporated trade or business, .

(2) as a partner in a partnership carrying on a
trade or business, or

(3).as an independent commission agent o: broker.

(d) Regulations--The Secretary shall prescribe such .

regulatiods as may be necessary to carry out the purposes
of this section.

TREASURY COMMENTS AND
OUR EVALUATION

The Assistant Secretary tor Tax Policy and Commi5sioner
of Interval Revenue comsnted on our report in a joint letter
of July ,21, 1978. (See app. 1.)
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The Department agreed that section 117 of the Code and.
section 1.162-5 of the Income Tax Regulations have been dif-
ficult to administer and have given rise to a significant
amount of controversy. The Department, however, does.not
believe our specific leglslative recommendations would "sUb-
stantially simplify these areas," or that'the legislative
recommendations are based on the findings Of our.work.

Our analysis bfcases decided under section 117 'shows
that most cases concern resident physicians and graduate
teaching fellows who seek to exclude from income compenSa7
tion received for caring for hospitalized patient.s', for
teaching undergraduate college students, or for doing re-
search. Our analysis of cases decided und'er reguntions'
section 1.162-5 shows that most of the cases concern per-
son's employed as teachers, or In business-or government who
seek to deduct expenses incurred for advanced education,or
for travel related to their jobs.

In chapter 4 we discuss the many Oiscontinuities
created by the interaction of the sec.tion 117 exclusion
with the section 162 deduction provisions in different
factual circumstances. Our recommended amendments are
designed to eliminate these' discontinuities by treating
persons similarly situated in a like manner--and at the
same time removing fromthe tax law the-two legal issues
which our sturiy i2hows are a principal source cf IRStaxpayer
dispute.

11'

--The statutory distinction between an exempt scholar-
ship or fellowship grant and taxable compensation.

--The distinction between educatiollal expenditures
which are "combined personal or calaltal".in nature
and those which qualify as "ordinary business

expenses" under,the regulations.

Obviously, as long as the section 117 exemption provi-
sion remains in the Code, even in the limited'form that re
recommend, it will be a source of some controversy by
persons who seek to misapply its rulep and,are picked
on audit. Similarly, as long as job-relate'd education 1 1.

expenses are ,deductible to any extent, there will be those
taxpayers who will attempt artificially to cast in the .

business mold expenditures which are essentially personal
or consumptiVe in,nature..

IRS-taxpayer aisputes can never be eliminated,altogether
under an 'income tax system which allOws final tax liability
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to vary among individuals having the same gross.income but
diff,erent liabillties to pay," depending upon the source of
spendable funds (compensation. gift, capitdl gain, etc.)
and the use to which such funds are put (health care,
education, interest payments, etc.). The most that can
be done is to define narrowly and precisely the privileged
income source (scholarships ?rxi fellowships) and the
favored use of taxable income (to defray the cost of
job-related education).

The Department stated further that our conclusions

"* * * could well support a fresh review of the
entire ara encompassed by Code section 117 and
Regulations section 1.16275 and the alternative
solutions could profitably be explored before
final publication of yOur Report."

Our purpose in doiqg this work was to take a fresh look at
the area. Before releasing our draft report for review,
we considered the alternative solutions suggested by
.TrJasury, but rejected them as impractical.,'

Our approach was to take the public policy underlying
the existing stetutory exemption and deduction rules as
given, and then, as a "second br?st solution," to remove
from the Code and the Treasury regulations those specific
Cules which, on the basis of our study, appeared either
to be a principal source of controversy and/or appeared
to bring about the undesirable result of treating persons
similarly situated in a.dissimikar manner.

We adopted this approach for two reasons:

--Outright repeal of the section 117 exclusion could
put colleges and univerflities in the posi.tion of
having to withhold tax on noncompensatory grants
received by taxpayers whose income 'from all sources
is Ass than the minimum exempt amount. This would
create a problem of Overwithholding and add-to the ,

administrative burden of mdking tax refundi. nr-
ther, an educational grant applied to tht costs of
tuition, housing, and other direct educational Oats
.does not increase taxpaying capacity currently;

--Outright repeal of the deduction for job-relited
educational expenses, when combined il4th the taxa-,
tic* of educational grants receivekfrom an employer,
would impose an unfair.tax burden on-emplbyees whose

en
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ioL-related education is financed by the employer.
In this circumstance, inclusion of the grant in
gross income and deduction out again from gross in-
come to reach adjusted gro§s'income results in a
wash.

By not opting for outright repeal of the exclusion and
deduction provisions, we have left in.the law two issues of
ultimate-fact which may be a continuing source of IRS-taxpayer
controversy:

'--The tax status of nonqualified schoLarships and fel-
lowships received in circumstance^s where the compen-
sation element is not presentl.

'--The distinction between educatioral expenses which
are business related and those which are consumptive
in nature.

'In our vifew,. these two definitional problems are not
solvable under an income tax system which requires that a
distinction be made between (I) receipts which are "gifts".
and receipts which represent some form of payment for pur-
poses of excluding the former from the taxable income bases
and (2) 'consumption expenditures and Susiness outlays for
purposes.of defining net taxable income. A thoroughly pre-
cise distinction between' donative and nondonative educa-
tional grants or between personal and business educational
expenses is inconceivable And inadvisable. To write endless
detail into elle law would merely delineate a "safe haven"
area of abuse of the specific rules.

Treasury set forth several alternatives which we discuss
below.

Under our legislative recommendation regarding section
117, there would be excluded from the category of exempt
educational grants any payment moeivated by an employment
relationship. By definition, a,nonqualified grantor or
.grantor who stands in an employment relationship to the
grantee lacks donative capacity. No provision is made for
allocating the total amount received between exempt grant
and taxable compensattion. Treasury characterizes the pro-
posed rule as a "harsh" result.

It can never be a harsh result under a personal income
tax system, based upon ability to pay, to tax an amount
received in excess of the minimum amount of exempt income,
where the compensation element is present to any extent.
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Rather, it is a windfall gain, and aaso an opportunity for
fraud, to characterize as a nonincome receipt (gift, prize, .
award, grant, etc.) any amount received where the element
of payment for personal services is present.

The "related equallj difficult" problem referred to by
Treasury concerns scholarships awarded by employers to depend-
ents cf their employees. We have covered this problem by
narrowly defining the categbry of entities that can qualify
as grantors of exempt educational grants. We question
whether it is fair or equitable to permit the tax system to
be used to subsidize the employee who receives compensation
in the form of an'educational expense;.allowance for his
dependent. The receipt of this form of in-kind wage income
is a fringe benefit and Should be taxable as additional
compiensation quite as much as is the peisonal use of a com-
pany automobile. If the dependent child of the employee
merits a scholarship either on the grounds Oftscholastic
merit, achievement, or financial need, he is free to apply
for a scholarship to an educational organization or govern-
mental agency, as defined in the proposed amendment to sec-
tion 117, and to compete with his peers for tax-free assist-
ance. Likewise, if the company wishes to assist meritorious
and/or needy students, it is free to donate funds to an educa-
tional organization set up.to administer the distribution of
funds on an impartial basis and in accordance with criteria
announced in advance.

Under our legislative recommendation regarding section
117, no amount received from a qualified grantor for travel
as education, or for independent study at home or in libra-
ries, rAseums, or other educational organizations not af-
filiated with facultied educational organizations would
qualify for exclusion. Travel to locate at a qualified edu-
cational organization would be excludable. Treasury com-
ments that by thus narrowly defining.the scope of Activity
which qualifies for tax-free support, we have biased the
exclusion against independent travel and study. This was
our intention based on our findihgs that.this area was
being abused. The exclusion for educational grantq veates
a privileged source of income for a select group of persons
who engage in privileged activities. It has the effect of
exempting from tax persons who may have the same finanöial
capacity to pay a tax as persons employed in offices and
factories-at a wage-income equivalent-in before-tax-dpIlars
to the amount of the exempt educational.grant.. All po:§itivel..
*..uman endeavor makes a contribution to socill wall-being.
Tax laws whi0 single,out for speCial treafffient only one
form of effdrt, educational endeavor, should be narrow in
scope.
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Our proposed amendment limits excludable educational
grants to those offercd by goVernment entities or exempt
organizations under_section 501(c)(3) whether or not
these organizations qualify as educational organizations
under section 17.0(b)(1)(A)(ii). Treasury states that
denying an exclusion for grants from nonexempt, nongovern-
mental grantors would not "seem significantly to alleviate
the problem of identifying grants that represent compensa-
tion for services, and it is not clear to us what other

..policy this limitation serves."

-The poiicy served by this limitation has nothing to do
with the question of identifying grants which represent
disguised compensation. Under our proposed amendment, ,an
educational grant made by a government agency to an employee
'is equally taxable as a grant made by a private company to
an employee. The policy served by the limitation is that of
restricting the grantor of,a scholarship which may qualify
for exclusion (provided also that the compensation element
is not present) to organizations, including governmental
agencies, in the business of making educational grants to
persons other than employees on the basis of scholastic
merit, achievement, and/or financial need.

The proposed amendment to section 117 would not dis-'
qualify'a grant base'd on "leadership or similar non-
'scholastic' achievements." The criteria of scholastic
merit, achievement, or financial need is phrased in the
disjunctive. The adjective scholastic modifies merit; no
adjective modifies achievement. Further, under our proposed

,amendment to section 117, if the noncompensatory grant is
made on the basis of financial need, it would be exempt,
given that the grantor is qualified. The standard of finan-
cial need is, at least on its face, fairer than a standard
based on disadvantaged nanority groups. Furthermore, in
some circum3tances, so-called majority groups may be quite'
as disadvantaged as minority groups.

Under the general comments applicable to.the proposed
amendment to section 117, Treasury recommended that con-
sideration be given to three alternative approaches.

The section 117 exclusion could be limited to tuition
and fees. We originally considered limj..ting the exclusioff-
6ut-rejectedthe idea on thg- grounds-that- complete-scholar-
ships and fellowships frequently cover all billable expenses
without specifid allocation between_tuition and costs for 4
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board and room either on campus or id university sponsored
or approved housing. Making an allocation in this cir-
cumstance would impose an administrative burden on the
grantor with no discernible benefit taxwise. As pointed
out, the revenue significance is negligible or nonexistent
of separating the tuition cost from the living expense
cost for a full-time student matriculated at a facultied
educational organization.

The exclusion 'could be limited to degree candidates.
We considered this alternative bUt rejected it for the reason
that one's status as a degree or nondegree student is largely
a formal matter of registration and can easily be manipulated
to obtain the "right" tax,result. Neither-tax equity nor ad-
ministrative feasibility is served by a rule which would
penalize the nondegree student who determines after a period
of study to work toward a formal degree and rewards the
degree student who, after a period of study, decides to drop
out of school without completing the required course of study.

The controversy under existing law with respect to the
status of taxpayer,as a degree or nondegree stude,nt stems
principally from the fact that degree candidates can exclude'
certain compensatory,payments whereas nondegree students,can-
not. Eliminating the exclusion for nondegree candidates
would not eliminate controversy; it would merely change the
form of the argument as taxable nondegree students continue
to sebk to place themselves in the privileged Agree category.
Further, does not.appear fair to place in the taxable
category, by definition, postdoctoral research grants where
no compensation element exist.

The exclusion could be subject to a dollar,ceiling. We
considered, but :rejected, this possible alternaiive for the
reason that educational costs.have escalated so rapidly dur-
ing the past 10 years that any dollar figure written into
the law would soon be made obsolete by inflation and hence
.defeat the purpose of the exclusion. Further, we did not
find,that thq dollar amount of the exclusion was a source
of abuse except in the case of amounts which were, in fact,
disguised compensation. Since under out proposed amendment
educatiohal 'grants would.not qualify for.exclusion if there
is preseht alny element of compensation, therels no practi-
ca.1 need fot a dollar exClusiOnt

-1 In summary, our legislative recommendation with respect
to the exclusion of educational gradts is designed to re-
strict'as much as,possible,. short of outright repeal, a tax-
law rule which, in essence, creates 4a privileged income
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source. In our view it is 'unfair and hence provocative of
tax controversy, to subsidize through the taxAystem, the
school teacher who travels, the graduate student who teaches,
the medical intern who works in a hospital, and to tax.at
full rates persons gainfully employed in other otcupations.
Everyone learns through travel, through study in libraries,
as well as through work and study on the job.

Our response follows regarding Treasury's specific
comments about our proposed amendments to regulations section
1.162-5.

Treasury 'states thatiour draft report "recognizes but
does not explore in detail--the extent to which" educational
experlses should e deducted and, if deductible; whether they
should be deducted cusrently,or capitalized and recovered
by amortization. Our legislative recommendation would allow
a business expense deduction for education expenses paid
or incurred "in connection with" the trade or business of
the taxpayer. It would eliminate the atea of controversy
created by the misapplication of the capital asset concept'
to outlays which represent an investment,in human capital
employed in paid productive activity. Natural persons
are the subject of the personal income tax, not the object. .

The concept of investment in human capital is irrelevant for
income measurement purposes, although useful for national-
income accounting purposes where the object is to measure
economic growth. Under the present regulations, the capital,
nonc,wital expenditure cTiterion is applied to distinguish
between those business-related educational outlays which
represent skill maintenance expenditures and those which
represent either skill acquisition or enhancement expendi-
tures. The result is to disallow a deduction currently for
most business-related educational,expenses incurred by busi-
ness and professional persons. Under the regulations, as
a practical matter, only teachers can successfully maintain
that study and.travel maintains their teaching skills but
d9es not qualify them eitlier for their present position or
for an idvance. In effect, the regulations define the en-
tire teachin4 profession,as a single line of business
whereas the businees-related professions are segmented into
law, accounting, business administration, etc. This, of
course, is at complete variance with the'fact that law as
a separate profession is shrinking, whereas law as an ad-
junct. to-business-and -accounting is-a-rapidly-expanding- area
otoppoetunity.

In our view, no public policy goal is serVed by allow-
ing a dedurtion for edupational expenses incurred to maintain
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a skill (business expense) and disallowing a dedudtioh fOr
learning a new skill (combined personal-capital expense).
Insofar as there is a public policy goal to be served by
allowing a deduction-for job-related educational expenses
in any amount, it is the goal of increasing labor produc-
tivity in employment for which there is a demand. In this
context, the correct criterion is not the combined personal-
capital versus ordinary business dichotomy of the existing
regulations, but the consumption versus ordinary business
dichotomy of section 162 and of our proposed.amendment.

The distinction between 'Consumption Activities and
income-generating activities is a familiar one under the in-
come tax. It underlies the itemized deduction provisions,
the allowance of section 212 expenses, and the ordinary
and necessary criterion of the business expenseduction
provisions. It properly should underly any dedu tion pro-
vision which makes a distinction between business (deductible)
and personal (nondeductible) educational expenses. Although
this distinction is a familiar tax concept, it is impossible
to draw a thoroughly precise and objective distinction
between personal and business outlays, 'either in general
oar for educational expenses in.particular. Further, in
our view it is inadvisab.e to Attempt any "bright-line"
distinctions. The likely res4lt qf such an effort would
be to spell out an area of "safe-haven" conduct.

Treasury states further that the proposed legislative
change:

"Would continue to place at a,tax disadvantage by .

far the majority of students who pursue their
educatton on a full-time basis before they enter
theljob market at all. The eduAtion of such
indiiduals would continue to be financed with
after-tax dollars."

112

There is a fundamental difference in economic circum-
stances between the dependent child whose "preparation-bor-
life" study is financed by a parent or guardian at a timc
when the child has not yet become a productive, self-
supporting and taxpaying : _mber of society'ind the'adult,
self-supportinclem loyed person who finances ducation
undertaken to_adv ge himselfilkn hia eMploYment_as dig17
tinguished from ed cation as recreation. There is nothing
unfair" about diS llowing a business.expense deduction
for educational expenses incurred by or on behalf Of "those
who attend school full-time beWrf entering.the job.market."
.Since prebumably this category of student-earns little or

O
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no income and pays little or no tax, the only tax advaneme

..°1'%1

that c Id be created by the deduction would be at the
level' of the parent or guardian for whom the dependent is
a consump -.on. item mild who finances the education of the
dependent student as additional support. The issue of the
tax status of personal expenses incurred to finance the
-education of a dependent,is altogether utirelated to that
of the deductibility of job-related educational expenses
incmrred by persons who have assumed responsibility for
their own financial support.
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DEPARTMENT'OF THE TREASURY
WASH I NG TON , D .0 . 20220

2 1 1978
Mr. Victor L. Lowe #
Director

General Gdernment Division
, Qengral Accotinting Office

Washington, DC "20548 A

021005eMr. LOwe:
k ca

. In response .to your letter of May 2, 1978, we are
L.ritring jointly..folconvey'to.you the.views of the Internal
Revenue Servicd'aeli the Department of Treasury on a draft
rep9ort-^entit1ed "An AndlysisLof the Tax Law Rules Govern-
'ng. ihe 4iclusion for Scholaighipt( and Fellowships and the

. De ofjhe.Job Related Educational Expenses" (title

"Draft Report").
-t`

/
As the Dat. suggests)/ section 117 of the Code

'and section 1.162-5 of the Ind-ome Tax Regula0.ons have
//:tiefan'dificuJt to administer and have given rise'to a signifi-

/cant amoUnt of cditrovsrsy. The Draft Report identifies
, -sex.teral apparentereasons for this situation. However, the

Draft.Repoft -dpes not seem ta base its 1egi,slative recommenda-/
.ticins on these'fifidings,and we do not LllieVe the ipecific
language of the' legislative recommendptions would substantially
simplify these Areis. . We.believe 'your conclusions could well
suPpcirt akresh,review of the entire area ehcompassed by Code
secition 117 and Regula,tions'seCtion 1.162-5 and that alter-
nattrive solutions coUld profitalaty e explored before final
publiAtion of your Repoit. t'

,

It is important to recognize that.proposals drawing
"bright line" distinctions that eliminate controversy and
are easy to administeF may.in some cases, be less equitible than
mor suIjectivç flexpole test's: Though We would favor/

. nc eas(-d.simp ificitionewe believe that any changes in
4xi ting law should be carefully examined from'thevoint
of iew of-eggity as well. We will Suggest below :mai.
alt rnatives that might be considered. These silgges ions

7.

are inpended to indicate a r-sige of possible approac es
for Oiscupsion And-da not reflect-the-formal-views-
eit er Treasury or-the Service as to whether revisi ns
wouILd ultimately. be.appropriate.
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I. Code_ Section 117 Exclusion for Scholarshipp and
rellowships

The Drift Report concludes that the structure of
sectio41 117 is confusing largely because the law does not
define a "scholarship" or a "fellowship" except throUgh
limitations, including a 4enial of the exclusion for
certain compensatory paymehts. Much of the controversy .

under present law deali with distinguishing between
.t

excludable ambunts and taxable compensatory payments,

The Draft Report p oposes legislation that wouldAex-
clude from taxable incohle scholarships or fellowships that
are'provided on the basis of scholastic merit or financial
n 0 by. government entities ar other exempt organizations

Ithat are for study at an educational organization which
h34 a regular faculty and curricullim. Amoants representing
c4pensation for services performie in the past, or which
a4t paid on the condition that the recipient render present
or luture services, would not be excludable. ,

We agree that the problem of distinguishing compen-
satory payments from excludable &mounts is a principal
source of controversy under existing section 117. Weralso
agree that the "primary purpose" test of the existin g
regulations, upheld in Bingler v. Johnson, 394 U.S. 741
.(1969), has not eliminated controversy in thi area. .

However, we do not believe your proposal would significantly
reduce the existing level of controversy. "Compensatory" pay-
mi!7sts would continue to be included in income, even.though
tr,cy satisfy all other conditions for exclusion, but the pro-
posal does not spell out what grants are "compensatory." It
has always been easier to state that compensatory payments
should be taxablethan to articulate a rule that draws an
understandablm, easily enforceable line.between compensatory
and noncompensatory arrangements. This has prc4en to be a
vexing issue, for'example, with respect to research _grants
whereithe grantor may benefit from the research, and in .
cased of grants to degree candidates where all participants
in a particular program are required to perform services.
Although it could be a harsh result to incl e the entire
amount of any cholarship" payment in incoe as a result
of some service erformed in this situation, allocatin7 an
appropriate poion ofthe "4rant" as taxable compensation
could be ext emely difficult. A related equally difficult
Area not specifically 'considered in the Draft Report is the
widespread use of arrangements under which employers provide
"scholarships"rfOr dependents of their employees, apparently
al compensation to the employees We recognize that it may
not be possible to articulate a statutory test that will be
entirely; satisf.7,ctory but we 4o think that further efforts
towards that gyal could be useful. . .
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The Draft Report's proposal does impose a number of
"bright line" limitations on the types of .payments that
would qualify for exclusion. While.such limitations would
clearly preverit sone person's from claiming the exclusion
and might thereby reduce the volume of controversy, the
particular limitations proposed do not appear to be based
on the particular findings in the Draft Report and we bdlieve
that standing alone they would not significantly reduce
the difficulties in this aiea. For example, the basis for
the proposals-to limit the exclusion to grants for study
At exempt educational institutions which have a regular
faculty and curriculum, and to deny an'exclusion for any
amount covering travel is not clear. These provisions
would bias the exclusion against those whose educational
endeavors entail study at libraries, churches, or other
institutions unaffiliated with facultied educational
organizations. They would also bias the exclusion against
those whose educational endeavors entail travel (including,
for example, recipients of Fulbright Fellowships). Yet
the Draft Report does not indicate that scholarships for
study at such institutiond or payments for travel as distinct
from meals; lodging, or other personal eXpenses, have generated
an unusual degree of controversy under section 117.

We also do not understand the reason for limiting
excludable scholarships and fellowships to those offered
by government entities or fflxempt orgemizations. There *are
taxable entities that do-provide non-compensatory scholar-
ship funds on the basis of merit, need or other objective
criteria. Conversely, the need to determine whether a
"scholarship" in fact represents payment for services rendered
is as prevalent where the grantor is exempt or a governmental
entity as where it is not. Denying an exclusion for grants
from nonexempt, nongovernmental grantors would thus not
seem Significantly to alleviate the problem of identifying
grants that represent compensation for services, and it is
nbt clear to us what other policy this limitation serves.

The requirement of your proposal that a scholarship or
fellowship be based on financial need or scholastic achieve-
ment may pe helpful in limiting the exclusion to non-

.

compensatory payments. Howeller, as now drafted, the
language of this proposal coula be construed to disqualify
a grant based oh leadership or similar non-"scholastic"
achievemepts, and grants directed to a limited group of
recipients such as those from a particular geographic loca-
tion or from.a disadvantaged minority group. There is no
apparent reason advanced in the Draft Report for denying
an exclusion to this type of grant.
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IF

We believe the Report might well examine alternatives
to'the single legislative approach it suggests. For example,
a thorough review of the tax treatment ofscholarships Might
explore whether, in vieW of the persistence of controversy
both before and since 1954, an exclusion of this nature is
actually worth the cost. In particular, the Report might
consider the advantages and drawbacks of other possible
revisions to section.117, including the following:

1. Limiting Section 117 to Tuiti and Fees - One approach
might be to limit the section 117 e lusion to amounts'
received for tuition, fees, and other irect expenses of .

education such as books an4 supplies, but not to include
amounts received for meals, lodging, or other persopal
expenses. The impact of this approach on most scholarship.
recipients could be neglivible or nonexistent. For example,
under the current tax provisions, a single individual with
no outeide income who received a $6,000 scholarship, $3,000
of which went to pay for tuition, fees and books, would
incur no tax on the e'3,000 balance required.to be included
in income.

Much of the litigation under section-117 has involved
,the proper characterization of amounts received other than
for tuition and fees, and we would expect a substantial
reduction in controversy under such a proyision. However,
limiting the exclusion to tuition and fees would not eliminate
difficulties in all case's since it would still be necessary
to determine whether some part of a grant, even for tuition
and fees only, was attributable to the performance of services.
In addition, this approach would admittedly curtail the
exclusion for room, board, and "travel grants that have
long been recognized as excludable scholarships under
existing law.

2. Limiting Section 117 to Degree Cipdidates - A second
possible approach might be to limit the exclusion under
section 117 to amounts received for tuition, fees and living
expenses of candidates for'degrees. This Approach would
continue to Permit the exclusion of amounts received as
research and travel grants by individuals pursuing advanced
degrees lcand to that extent the opportunity for attempts to
.structure compensation as an excludable scholar-fillip would
remain. However, eliminating the exclusion for non-degree
candidates would eliminate a large percentage of controversial
cases, according to the findings of the Draft Report. This
approach is similar to existing law in the United Kingdom.
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3. Restrictin Scholarshi s or Fellowshi s as to Total
Amounts Exdludable - A limit similar to-the limit now xl

effect for non-degree candidates could be placed on the
maximum excludable Amount for all payments. While this
approach would not solve the problems of identifying compen-
satory payments, it would limit the amounts in controversy
and reduce the potential tost to the Treasury of improper
exclusions.

Each of the above appioaches, whether considered alone
or in connection with others, has potential advantages and
drawbacks. If the goal is, as your Draft Report suggests, to
eliminate the controversy over "compensatory" payments, it
may be that quite specific legislative language, or at least
quite specific 1.egislative,history, would be required,
enumerating the types of payments that are deemed compensa-
tory. In the last analysis, absent fairly rougK "bright
line" tests, this question may always turn on specific facts
and circumstances and generate a corresponding amount of
controversy,

11. Section 162 Deductioh for Educational Expenses

The Draft Report concludes that.the distinction under exist-
ing regulations between expenses for education "required"

-by a taxpayer's employer or necessary to maintain skills
(deductible) and expenses for education undertaken to qualify
a taxpayer for a new job (nondeductible) is a source of
controversy and is difficult to administer. In this
connection, the Draft Report also observes:

"While the 1967 regulations make a sharp
distinction trtween costs incurred to'maintain'
earning capadity (defjuctible) and costs incurred
to create new earning capability (nondeductible),
they do not make a distinction for tax purposes
between expenses of education as pteparation for
living (personal) and expenses of education as pre-
paration for earning (capital). The result is to
treat job-related educational expenses for.courses
of study which go beyond the,maintenance of basic
minimum skills in the same manner as personal outlays.
Neither kind of educational expense is deductible."

86
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The qraft Report thus recognizes, but does not explore ,

in detail, the fact that tax treatment of edt...:ational expenses
involves two related issues. The first is the extent to
which tax recovery ought to be allowed for particular
educational expenses. The second is whether, if recovery
.is to be allowed, it gught to be deductible against current
income-or capitalizedand amortized through deductions
against future income over a period of time. The latter
approach Could raise difficult administrative problems.

4he Draft Report's proposed legislation would permit a
'current deduction for certain educational expenses that are
paid or incurred "in connection with" the trade or bdsiness
of the taxpayer. We do not believe this language would elimin-
ate the principal complaint you have raised about the exist-
ing regulations--namely, the difficulty of determining thet
appropriate relationship of the deductible expense to a
trade or business. At some points, the Draft Report suggests
that the intended interpretation was to permit a deduction'
against current income for any.potentially business-related.
education expenses incurred by a person who' already has a
trade or business, without regard to whether that education
is directly related to his existing business or is intended
to qualify him for a potential new business. (Draft Report
p.

A narrower interpretation of your proposed language Might
be that a deduction would be permitted for expenses that bear
some relationship to the taxpayer's current trade or business
even though they increase the taxpayer's earning power and
under current law are nondeductible. The Draft Report suggests
that something of this nature was intended when it refers to
expenses "related to the taxpayer's employment." (Draft Report
p. 89.)

leo

Neither interpretation would, in our view, substantially,
diminish the level of controversy in this area. Under the
narrower approach, the Service would face significant problems
in determining what kinds of courses bore what relationship
to which jobs. It would also he necessary to fashion a rule

.\to determine whether individuals who went on leave from
regular employment in order to further their education on a
full-time basis were "engaged in" a trade or business.
While these issues arc present under current law, the pro7
posed broadening of current rules could increase the extent
to which such issues arise.
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Furthermore, whether its language is4Fead bioadly or
narrowly; the Draft Report clearly does not propose to per-
mit any deduction for expenses of education that is purely
recreational or personal in nature. Under existing law,
neither personal educational expenses not-"capital" educa-
tional expenses to increase earning power or qualify for
a new ,job are deductible. Accordingly, it is not now nee,.
esary to distinguish "personal" from potentially "business
connected" educaticn. Under the approach of the Draft Report,
the Service would have to distinguish "personal" education ex-
penses.from "business connected", educational expenses which are
capital in nature. This would be extremely difficult and would
itself undoubtedly lead to a substantial amount of controversy.*
If this approach is to be considered at all we believe it would
have to be accompanied by some fairly "bright line" tests.

Finally, though the Draft Report jxpresses some con-
cern about the equity of existing law, its proposal would
continue to place at a tax disadvant:ge by far the majority
of students who pursue their education on a full-time basis
before they enter the job mark%t at all. The education of
such individuals would continue to be financed with after-
tax dollars.

A solution to these difficulties proposed by some
would be to permit some educational expenditures that under
current law are not deauctible to be capitalized and re-
covered over a subsequent period of earnings. Even though
such an approach may have theoretical appeal, there would be
difficulties in implementing such a'proposal. For example,
it would be necessary to fashion rules to determine on an
equitable basis the proper period over which expenses would
be amortized, the amortizable amounts aPplicable to separate
educational expenses, and the treatment of unamortized
expenses when the employee terminated employment. It would
also be necessary to determine whether educational expenses
should be deductible against unearned, passive income and to
what extent they should be deductible against income earned
in a trade or business other than the one to which the educa-
tion relates.

'As it is, we'are not sure that the proposal actually
advocated by the Draft Report takes adequate account of the
issues. If interpreted broadly to permit the.deduction of
potentially income-generating,educational expenses by any

*Almost any educational expense could in some arguable way
enhance earning potential. For example, any college student
might assert that a R.A. itself enhances earning potential
without regard to the course of study. A professional
scientist who is a part-time, non-degree candidate'literature
student,could argue that his studies increased his language
,skills and would be useful in his publications.
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employed indiVidual, this would lead to widespread current
deductibility of essentially capital expenditures and
would also treat unfairly those who attended school full
timb before entering the job market. If taken more narrowly
to apply"to expenses somehow related to a taxpayer's current
employmeat, it would still permit current deductions for
capital expenditures, would create serious interpretive .

problems and would still foor, for tax purposes, the class
of individuals already in the job market.

Consequentry, before final, publication, we think- it
would be essential to give further consideration to the pro-
posed revision of the current rules on deductibility of
educational expenses both to clarify the nature of the .

proposal and to consider in greater depth the ramifications
of any significant expansion of the current rules.

We hope that these comments may be of some assistance.
If you have any further questions, please feel free to
contact us.

AY"

Aar

Donald C. Lubick
Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy),

'Jerome Kurtz
Comm ssioner of Internal Reven
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INTERNAL RENRNUE SERVICE-7.-
6

ADMINISTRA2IVE APPE4LS PROCEDURE

APPENDIX

An examining revenue agent, on completing his audit of
a return, can either recommend that the return be accepted
as tiled or that an adjustment be made. A proposed adjustment
may be in tavor either ot the.Government or of the taxpayer.
If the proposed adjustment is in tavor of the Government and
,the taxpayer wishes to contest the proposed deficiency, he

. has a.choice of three alternative settlement procedures:

1." The taxpayer may request a conference at the District
Conterence,level. If a settlement is not reached at the
District level, the taxpayer still has the option of proceed
ing directly to trial or of taking his case to the next admirp-,..
istrative settlement stage at the Appellate Division devel.

2. The taxpayer may tile a protest and request a con-.
ference at the'Appellate Division level. A case becomes a
nondocketed receipt on the records of the Appellate Division
when the protest is tiled. It a settlement is not reached
at the Appellate level,i the taxpayer still has the option of
proaeaing directly to court.

3. The taxpayer may entirely by-pass 'he adminis-
trative settlement process at both the District and the
Appellate Division levels by:

(a) Paying the amount of the proposed deficien6Y
either with or without executing a form 870 (waiver of re-
strictions on assessment and collection of deficiency in tax
and acceptance of overassessment), and then filing suit tor
refund in the District Court or the Court of'Claims. If this
procedure is followed, the case becomes a docketed receipt on
the records of the Department ofOustice and is assigned to a
docket attorney in the Office of Chief Counsel. The attorney
will examine the tile and prepart a written recommendation of
settlement or trial to the Departmentoof Justice.

(b) Taking no action on receipt of either a 30-day
notice of proposed deficiency or a 90-day statutory notice of
deficiency, paying the amount of the proposed deficiency and
then tiling a suit for refund in the District Court or the
Court of Claims.

. (c) Filing-a petition ip the Tax Court directly
upon receipt of a statutory notice of deficiency issued
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either by the District Dir'ector or .by the Appellate Division.
The case is recorded 'as a docketed -receipt on'the records of
the Appellate Division at this stage.

The chart on page 93 outlines the, procedures appliable
to the settlement and trial of tax controversies, beginning
at the level of audit and ending, infrequently, with tinal
determination by the United States Supreme Court.

Most controversies which arise out of leficiencies
based on section 11/ ok regulations sectiovV0162-5 adjust-
ments, and which proceed to the docketed gtage, follow the
deticiency settlement route, not the retund settlement -route.
The deficiency settlement route, which may end in the filing
of a petition In the Tax Court, allows the Government to
raiser tor the first time in an answer and counterclaim,
issues not raised during the settlement procedure, but
arising out of the tax return(s) filed for the year(s) in'
issue. These unrelated issues may be the basis for a fur-
ther deficiency assessment and money judgment against the
taxpayer. Likewise, in a deficiency procedure, the taxpayer
may resist the deficiency in the TaX Court on py ground he
wishes, without regard to whee.,r he argued this position
during settlement negotiations at the District or Appellate
Division levels. A refund claim, on the other hand, sets in
motion administrative procedures which allow the Government
to consider (1) issues raised by the refund claim and (2)
related issues.raised by returns tiled in years not co% red
by the claim. However, neither the taxpayer nor the Gm.,rn-
ment can raise tor the first time in the complaint or
counterclaim issues not raised in the refund claim.

These differences between the deficiency settlement Lnd
refund settlement procedures have.a bearing on the classifi-
cation of cases by issue in accordance with the Uniform
Issue List. Nondocketed _cases reported by the District Di-
rector's office are classified by principal issue in con-
troversy and therefore are listed only once. Both non-
docketed and docketed cases received and reported by the
Appellate Division are classified by principal issues in
controversy and therefore are listed only once. Docketed
cases (that is, refund claims and Tax Court petitions) re-
ceived and reported by the Office of Chief Counsel and all
cases closed by an opinion are classified under each issue
raised in the proceeding and therefore may be listed more
than one time. All docketed and decided cases listed under
section 117 or regulations section 1.162-5 are counted one
,time only even though they may be listed under separate
'issue categories more than one time.
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ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS PROCEDURE

OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT DIRECTuR

RETURN
ACCEPTED +AUGHT Rk TURN NOT ACCEPTED

AS FILED AS FILED

AGREEMEN,, AGIIE E MEN

SIGN FORM fi SiGh 1:1F4M 810,
PAY TAX Oh PAY Ax OR

ACCEPT REFUND ACCLP T REFUND

30 DAY
LETTER

DISTRICT
CONFERENCE

N4

AGREEMENT NO AGPEEMENT

SIGN FOI 870. SIGN FCtRM1170,
PAY TAX OR PAY TAX OR 30 DAY

ACCEPT REFUND ACCEPT REFUND LESTER
.

FILE PROTEST

V I
[PPELLATE DIVISION 1

CONFERENCE/ N
AGRErENT NO AGRrMENT

SIGN FORM 870 AD 90 DAY LETTER
.....-- PAY TAX OR ACCEPT 1

REFUND Ir,dr- '' '''.. ALLOW 90 DAY FILE PETITION IN
FILE Sul T FOR REFUND -0--.......... PERIOD TO EXPIRE . TAX COURT

ACCEPT REFUND
PAY TAX OR

OFFICE OF CHIEF COUNSEL

A
REFUND LITIGATION TAX COuRT

DIVISION DIVISION

ACLESCENCE
NONACOUIESCENCE

f
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE i

AGREEMENT NO AGREEMENT

CASE TRIED

DISTRICT COURT OF
COURT CLAIMS

APPEAL

CiRCUIT COURT
aF APPEALS

'REGIONAL COUNSEL]

CONFERENCE

AGREEMENT NO AGREEMENT

CASE TRIED IN
TAX COURT

DECISION

APPEAL

REQUEST FOR CERTIORARI

GRANTED DENIED

UNITED STATES
SUPREME COURT
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INCREASE IN CONTESTED

VAX DEFICIENCIES

APPENDIX III

t.

During the last several years there has been a signifi-
cant increase in the number of taxpayers contesting tax de-
ticiencies determined by IRS. There has been an increase
also in the number of refund claims filed and denied. This
growth in the level of tax controversy has oacurred at all
stages of the administrative and judicial process. The
growth is reflected in a sharp increase, since 1974, n the
number of contested cases received at the IRS District sri

ference level. 1/ (See p. 95.) See appendix II for a sum
mary of the Internal Revenue Service administrative appeals
procedure for the resolution of tax controversies.

After a period of decline, the number of unagreed case
dispo,salS at the District Conference level began; in fiscal
year 1975, to increase. It was.14,055 in.1972, dropped to
10,951 in 1975, and went up to 13,228 in 1976. As a result,
the number of nondocketed cases received by the Appellate
Division began to rise in fiscal year 1975. (See p. 96.)

The increase in the number of contested deficiencies it
the District level is reflected also in a sharp increase,
since 1974, in the receipt of docketed cases by the Appellate
Division. (See p. 97.)

Further, the evidence is that taxpayers as a whole are
becoming more litigious. As shown by Table 1.1 below, the
'Appellate Division has reported a steady.increase, during
the period fiscal years 1972 through 1976, in the number and
percemfage of docketed Tax Court case receipts which by- -

passed the Appellate Conference stage; from .7,590 (73 per-
cent) in fiscal year 1972 to 12,268 (79 percent) in fiscal
year 1976.

1/During this same period FY 1974-FY 1976, there was an in-
crease in thot total number of returns examined, but this
increase was Ipproximately one-half as much ai the in-
crease in the receilAt of nondocketed cases at the District
Cdriference level. See Annual Report of ttie Commissioner
of Internal Revenue FY 1976, p. 25.
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Table 1.1
Number and Percent of Docketed Tar ,Court

Cases Received Which By-passed the Appellate
Conference Stage (note a)

Fisc'al year Number Perf'ent

1972 7,590 72.92
1973 8,406 74.36
1974 8,713 71.60
1975 11,109 7740
1976 12,653 76.49'
1977 -12,268 79.37

a/Even though a taxpayer initially shortvcircipits the
administrative settlement procedure by filin4 a Tax Court
petition before the Appellate Conference stage, his case
is likely to be sett.led without.a trial. Of the total
docketed receipts which byrpass the Appellete Conference
stage, on an average more than 70 percent are disposed
of by settlemdnt without trial.

Most docketed cases are settled before trial. Were this
not the case, the volume of unagreed cases passed on to the
courts for decision would overwhelm the judicial system and
create an unmanageable body of case law. Table 1.2 below
sets forth the number and percent of docketed work units 1/
disposed of by settlement prior to trial for the 3-year
period fiscal years 1974 though 1976.

Table 1:2

Number and Percent of Docketed
Work Units Disposed of by Settlement

Tax Court (ex-
cluding small

FY 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

tax cases) 3,189 76.57 3,085 71.04 3,123 69.28

Small tax cases 1,765 74.47 1/939 76.19 2,261 74.94

District Court 868 55.07 784 54.97 909 52.04

Court of. Claims 146 5.0.68 103 66.99 92 64.13

l'A work unit is A single case or two or more eelated cases
settled or decided togetherv,
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The settlement record for docketed cases in the Tax
Court, involving proposed deficiencies of less ticran $5,000 is
ess favorable to the Government, than to taxpayers. 1/ In
contrast, the record o& cases closed by decjsion in the under
$5,000 category is moreravorable to the Government. Table
1.3 below summarizes the closed,case record for. docketed Tax
Court cases in the group dollar size of less than $5,000 for
fiscal years 1975 through 1977. Comparable data is not
available for refund cases filed in the District Courts or
the Court of Claims.

Table 1.3

Number Of Work Units _In The Group Dollar
Size Of Less Than $5,000, And Percent

Closed In Favor Of The Government (note a)

FY 1975 FY 1976 FY 1977
No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

Docketed cases closed.by settlement

$ 0 1,500 2,350 44.5 2,70 46.6 3,029 ,46.4
1,500 - 5,000 671 46.0 683 47.5 892 46.5

Docketed cases closed by decision (note b)

0 - 1,500 408 79.4 524 80.3 545 78.1
1,500 - 5,000 86 81.7 107 80.2 135 77.4

a/The group dollar size fjgure r.efers to the dollar size of
the case, not to the dollar size of the work unit. Anow_

b/Not all cases 'closed by formal judgment of a court,are ac-
companied by a written opinion setting forth the legal
reasoning and principles of law relied upon. In general,
the small tax cases are closed by decision without pub-
lished opinion.

The record of cases closed by opinion for all group
'dollar sizes is less favorable to the Government than for

0
cases closed by decision in the group dollar size of less
than $5,000. (See table 1.4.)

1/The settlement record for Cases in the group dollar size
of $5,000 and more are not relevant here, since the educa- :
tional tax cases do not generate.proposed tax deficfencies
in'excess of $5,000.
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Table 1.4

Number and Percent of Opinions Rendered
in Favor of the Government

FY 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976
Court No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent

Tax Court
(excluding
small tax
cases). 234 51.4 255 54.7 294 52.9

Small tax
cases 170 54.5 192 61.7 265 62.6

Despite a settlement record for the under $5,000 tax ,

cases which tends to favor taxpayers and a tKial record in
the Tax Court which, shows a preponderance of Government
wins, there has been no reduction in the volume of litiga-.
tion, especially in the small tax cases procedure of the Tax
Court. Table 1.5 below sets forth the data with respect to
number of opinions in tipx cases in the Tax Court tried
through to a final decision on the merits for fiscal years
1974 through 1976.

L.

Court

Tpble 1.5

Number of Opinions Rendered in
Tax Cases Tried Through to a
Final Decision on the merits

FY 1974 FY 1975 FY 1976

Tax Court (excluding
small .tax cases) 455 466 556

Small tax cases 312 311 423
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METHOD USED TO CALCULATE A

DEFICIENCY BASED UPON DISALLOWANCE

OF AN INCOME EXCLUSION pR ITEMIZED

DEDUCTION

The increase in tax revenue generated by disallpwance of
an income exclusion or deduction is determined by the dollar'
size of the exclusion or deduction and by thp interaction of
the particular exclusion or deduction provision with related
tax computation rules. Since the nominal rate structure is
progressive and differs depending upon the filing status of
the taxpayer, the tax value of an income'exclusion or deduc-
tion depends also on the income level and filing status of
taxpayers who claim the exclusion or deduction.

OFFSETS AGAINST GROSS INCOME
410 REACH ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

The dollar amount of a deficiency generated by disallow-
ance of an exclusion from gross income (section 61) or by dis-
allowance of a business expense deduction from gross income
to reach adjusted gross income (section 162) is a function_
of three variables: (1) the dollar amount of the exclusion
or deduction, (2) the change in allowable deduction.whose
amount is related to the size of f-he adjusted gross income
base, and (3) the applicable average marginal tax rate. 1/

In the simplest case where the larger of the standard
deduction or low income allowance is elected, the amount
of deficiency generated by an income exclusion or business
expense deduction is a function only of the amount of the
exclusion0'the amount of the applicable standard deduction
(or low dncome allowance), and-thetaverage marginal tax'

1 It is related also to those tax credits whose dollar amount
is determined by the size of the, income .base or which may
be wasted because the net taxable income level is too low to
generate tax liability before credits. In the sample of re-
turns of taxpayers contesting deficiencies at the Appellate
Division level there were no returns.claiming a tax credit. .

-Hence, in order to keep this explanation as simple as pos-
sible, the effect of tax credits on the tax value of an
income exclusion or deduction is disregarded.

100
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rate. 1/ Thi% latter simple relationship can'be expressed
by a series of equations as follows:

Where

Def = T1 To

To Gl El Dsft

= (GI D)rx1

Def = Dollar amount of deficienCy proposed

= Tax liability shown on return as filed0

1
= Tax liability after disallowance of exclusion

GI = Gross income received

El = Income excluded from the gross income
base

= Either Ds or Di , depending on which deduction
*results in a lower tax.

1/An exclusion from gross income or deduction ftom gross income
to reach adjusted grobs income affects the size of.the allow-
able standard deduction in those cases where the offset re-
duces the adjusted grosS income base tO less than the appli-
cable maximum dollar amount. That is, a proposed deficiency
based upon disallowance of an income-exclusion or business
expense deduction refleets th.e increase in tax &ttributable
to the addtion .to the adjusted gross income base reduced
by the decrease in tax attributable to the larger standard
deduction;

Ds- .16(GI El 013) ss 2,800 (married, filing jointly) IP 2,100
g 2,400 (single return)) 1,700

1,400 (married, filing separately ) 1,050
Where Db busine'ss expense deductions-

For tax years begihning 1.977 the standard deduction and low
income allowance are replaced by the zero'bracket amount.' .

This'ehange simplifies-the calculation of net taXable inaome
but does not-Change the basic interrelattonship between the
deduction rules and the zero brackeX amount (i.e., standard
deduction).

.
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= Standard deduction or low income allowance

= Itemized deductions

tx
0 = Average taA rate applicable to net taxable

income reported on return as filed

tx1 = Average tax rate applicable to net taxable 1/
income after adjustment

If the taxpayer elects to itemize,his personal deduc-
Lions, the amount of deficiency generated by disallowance of
an income exclusion or business expense deduction may be in-
creased further by a reductio,1 of the allowable medical ex-
pense deduction and for the charitable contributions and
retirement savings deductions. The change in the adjusted
gross income base, would be reflected in an increase in the
allowable deduction for State income taxes in a subsequent
year when (and if) the State income tax deficiency based
upon the Federal adjustment is paid. Thus,

To = (GI El) fri 4 m + t +c+1+ rs)tx0

= Interest on personal indebtedness

= Medical exnense deduction, which is the
amount expended M in excess of 3 percent
adjusted gross income (AG1).

m = M .03AGI

1/Under a progressive income tax system lx1 is greater than
unless the dollar amount of the income excluded is so small
that disallowance of the exclusion does not place the tax-
payer in a higher marginal tax bracket.- The average margi-

, nal tax rate M applicable to a defiriency based upon disal-
lowance of an income exclusion is the ratio of the dollar
amount of the deficiency to the dollar amount of the
exclusion.

Mr Def/El

The amount of the deficiency attributable solely to disal-
lowance of the income exclusion is

El(tx1).

The dollar amount of the deficiency aAributable to the
fact that the addition of Er to the tax base may place the ,

remainder of net taxable income in a higher average margi-
nal tax rate bracket is (GI-EI-D) (tx1-110). The deficiency
generated by the addition of EI to the tax base is the
sum of these two amounts.

102
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Charitable contributions C deduction subject
in most cases to the maximum limitation of
50 percent of adjusted gross income..

c C 5GAG!

3. = Casualty loss L deduction in excess of $100

1 = L - $100

rs = Retirement savings deduction which is
subject to the maximum limitation .of the
lesser of $1,500 or 15 percent of taxable
wages W.

r s $ 1 .500 2 A5W

FTI = Federal taxable income

t- t tt = Deduction for State nonbusiness in-
; s

come taxes t1 and nonbusiness excise
and property taxes ts ; if subscript
followed by a "o" it is tax paid with
return; if by a "1" it is tax paid
after Federal adjustment.

t. % (FTI) + tio
11

OFFSETS AGAINST ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME
TO REACH NET TAIABLE INCOME

The dollar amount pf a tax deficiency generated by dis-
allowance of ark itemized deduction, as for educational er,-
penses claimed as a miscellaneous expensey is the amount of
the deduction disallowed, reduced, where appropriate by
the standard deduction (low income allowance), times the
applicable average marginal tax rate. 1/, The itemized
deduction disallowed must be reducedby the standard deduc-
tion (low income allowance) if the sum of the remaining
allowable itemized deductions is less than the greater of
16 percent of adjusted gross income or the maximum dollar

1/Number of returns using Ds when education expenses'are.dis-
allowed.
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limit. In the simplest case where the sum of the remaining
allowable itemized deduction is ?ero

Def v. (Di Ds)tx1 + (GI ± EI)(tx1 t

The dollar amount of the tax deficiencies computed for
each of the three educational tax issues reflect the inter-
relationships among the income exclusion, personal deduction,
and related tax computational rules which applied to each
taxpayer included in the sample of Appellate Division cases.
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